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W

ith 2018 nearing an end it is time to reflect on what was one of the most successful and actionpacked year the Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP) has ever had in its 55 year history. We
started the year by hosting the 2018 AIP National Conference, 2018 Packaging Innovation &
Design Awards, 2018 WorldStar Packaging Awards, the 100th World Packaging Organisation
Board Meeting and the inaugural Women in Industry Forum and we just kept going for the rest of the year.
We have tried to highlight some of the key events and initiatives that the AIP undertook this year in this
our final newsletter for 2018.

Please don’t forget the submissions are now open for the 2019 Australasian Packaging Innovation & Design Awards and
the 2019 Scholarships; we encourage all of you to enter as many categories as you can. Our Awards program is the exclusive
entry point for the prestigious international WorldStar Packaging Awards for Australia and New Zealand. I would also like to
remind you that the biennial AIP National Technical Forum is now moving to be held on the same day as the annual Packaging
Innovation & Design (PIDA) Awards and will be designed to focus on showcasing best-practice and award-winning Save Food
& Sustainable Packaging Designs and Innovative packaging across Food, Beverage, Pharmaceutical and Domestic Household.
The AIP National Technical Forum has been running for over two decades and brings together packaging technologists,
designers, sales and marketing people from all industries to better understand technical side of packaging design. The event
will allow attendees the opportunity to be inspired by what other companies are already developing in key industries and
markets. Walk away with new ideas and inspiration for your next packaging project. Please make sure that you mark the 30th
of April in to your calendar for the 2019 AIP National Technical Forum, 2019 Women in Industry Forum and 2019 Australasian
Packaging Innovation & Design Awards that will be held at the SOFITEL Wentworth Sydney, New South Wales.
I would also like to take this opportunity to personally thank the AIP National Board, the regional volunteers, committees,
working groups, Members, National Partners and Sponsors who have contributed to the amazing year we have had; without
you our Institute would not be possible. On behalf of the AIP National Board may you and your family have a wonderful
holiday season, be safe and we look forward to seeing you at one of our events in 2019.
Dr Carol Kilcullen-Lawrence Phd, FAIP, CPP
National President
Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP)

DON’T MISS OUT ON THE LATEST
AIP ACTIVITIES FOR 2019
ALL MEMBERS ARE INVITED TO ATTEND ANY EVENTS ACROSS AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

PROPAK PHILIPPINES PACKAGING EXHIBITION

PH

INTRODUCTION TO SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING
DESIGN HALF-DAY TRAINING COURSE
WHAT:

WHAT:

WHEN:
WHERE:

How do you work your way through the
maze of demands to change packaging
to meet environmental challenges? This
course is designed to assist anyone who
is responsible in their business to make
packaging changes to meet ‘War on Waste’
questions, changes to retailer and consumer
trends and behaviours; while not spending
any more money at the end.

ProPak Philippines, the first International
Processing and Packaging Exhibition in the
country, is being held at the World Trade
Centre in Manila from 24 – 26 January 2019.
The show is taking place as The Philippines
embarks on a wide-ranging series of reforms
to promote economic development and attract
more investment.

NZ

PRESENTER: Ralph Moyle FAIP, CPP
Education Coordinator
Australian Institute of Packaging

Possessing an immense potential to grow and
develop, The Philippines is the next country
many forward-looking businesses have in
their sights.

WHEN:

February 13

WHERE:

Onehunga, Auckland

24 – 26 January 2019

BUSINESS CLEAN UP DAY

World Trade Centre, Manila

WHAT:

During a week of action in 2018 an estimated
668,850 volunteers joined together to clean
up their local parks, waterways, beaches,
bushland and roadways – reinforcing the
relevance of Clean Up Australia day as the
largest community mobilisation event of
its kind in the Asia Pacific region.

WHEN:

February 26

THE AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF PACKAGING (AIP)
SEMINARS & WORKSHOP
ProPak Philippines together with the Australian Institute
of Packaging (AIP) bring you 3 new seminars to develop
and upgrade your business.

AUST

These seminars are free-to-attend, will be conducted
in English but places are limited.
Seminar 1:
Understanding the value of Sustainable &
Save Food Packaging to your business
WHEN: 24 January 2019 14.00 - 15.30 Hrs.
WHERE: Hidalgo Room, World Trade Centre, Manila
WHAT:

APPLICATIONS CLOSING
8 MARCH 2019

Seminar 2:
Understanding the economic value of costeffective Packaging
WHEN: 25 January 2019 10.30 - 12.30 Hrs.
WHERE: Hidalgo Room. World Trade Centre, Manila
WHAT:

Workshop:
A better understanding of the value and
benefits to introducing new and innovative
automated packaging systems into your
business
WHEN: 25 January 2019 13.00 - 14.30 Hrs.
WHERE: Hidalgo Room, World Trade Centre, Manila
WHAT:

Seminars & Workshop Presenter will be:
Ralph Moyle FAIP, CPP
Education Coordinator
Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP)
CLICK HERE FOR REGISTRATION
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2019 PACKAGING NEW ZEALAND

SCHOLARSHIP NOW OPEN
CLOSING 8 MARCH 2019

VIC

AUSPACK

WHAT:
WHEN:
WHERE:

Packaging & Processing Exhibition
26 to 29 March
MCEC, Melbourne

DON’T MISS OUT ON THE LATEST
AIP ACTIVITIES FOR 2019
ALL MEMBERS ARE INVITED TO ATTEND ANY EVENTS ACROSS AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

2019 WOMEN IN INDUSTRY FORUM

NSW

WHAT: PKN Packaging News and Food & Drink Business
will be hosting the 2019 Women in Industry Forum
during the Australian Institute of Packaging’s biennial
National Technical Forum.
Hear from, and network with, influential and inspiring
women working in the food, beverage and packaging
industry. Then stay on to attend the 2019 AIP
National Technical Forum and attend the gala awards
dinner for the 2019 Packaging Innovation & Design
Awards.
WHEN: April 30

NSW

WHAT: The 2019 Packaging Innovation & Design Awards
(PIDA) are designed to recognise companies and
individuals who are making a significant difference
in their field in Australia and New Zealand.
The PIDA Awards are the exclusive award program
for all Australia and New Zealand entries into the
prestigious WorldStar Packaging Awards.
WHEN: April 30
WHERE: SOFITEL Wentworth, Sydney

FOODTECH QLD

WHERE: SOFITEL Wentworth, Sydney

AIP NATIONAL TECHNICAL FORUM

2019 AUSTRALASIAN PACKAGING
INNOVATION & DESIGN AWARDS (PIDA)

QLD

NSW
WHAT:

WHAT: The 2019 AIP National Technical Forum will be
designed to focus on showcasing best-practice and
award-winning Save Food & Sustainable Packaging
Designs and Innovative packaging across Food,
Beverage, Pharmaceutical and Domestic Household.
The AIP National Technical Forum has been running
for over two decades and brings together packaging
technologists, designers, sales and marketing people
from all industries to better understand technical
side of packaging design.
This educational event will allow attendees the
opportunity to be inspired by what other companies
are already developing in key industries and markets.
Walk away with new ideas and inspiration for your
next packaging project.

Dedicated Event to Queensland's Food
Manufacturing Industry
FoodTech Qld will return to Brisbane in July
2019 following the successful inaugural event
in June 2016. The event will bring the latest
processing technology, packaging systems,
ingredients and plant equipment to the door
steps of Queensland's food and beverage
manufacturers. The food sector continues to rely
heavily on technology and new developments.
Such developments are crucial to the food
processing industry and FoodTech Qld is the
place to go to get your finger on the pulse of
what’s now and what’s next.
FoodTech Qld is where strategies crystallise,
inspiration blends and new business partnerships
are set. The food sector continues to rely heavily
on technology and new developments. Such
developments are crucial to the food processing
industry and FoodTech Qld is the place to go to
get your finger on the pulse of what’s now and
what’s next. FoodTech Qld is where strategies
crystallise, inspiration blends and new business
partnerships are set.

WHEN: April 30

WHEN: 28 July

WHERE: SOFITEL Wentworth, Sydney

WHERE: BCEC, South Brisbane
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2019 PACKAGING NEW ZEALAND

SCHOLARSHIP NOW OPEN
Packaging New Zealand are pleased to announce that entries are
now open for their annual Scholarship program for 2019. The annual
Packaging Scholarship enables one lucky packaging technologist,
designer or engineer in New Zealand the opportunity to complete a
Diploma in Packaging Technology to the value of $9,000. The Diploma
of Packaging Technology is offered through the Australian Institute of
Packaging (AIP); the peak professional body for packaging education
and training in Australasia.
According to Harry Burkhardt, President of Packaging New Zealand, ‘the
association is extremely proud to be able to offer the scholarship to a New
Zealand packaging professional each year.’
“The packaging industry is dynamic and diverse, offering career opportunities
across a wide scope of disciplines. Packaging New Zealand has been
representing businesses in the packaging industry in New Zealand since
1992 and recognises that investment in the packaging industry starts with in its people. We strongly encourage everyone
in the industry to apply for this scholarship.” Mr Burkhardt said.
“The Diploma in Packaging Technology is a Level 5 qualification which is internationally recognised for those wishing
to pursue a career in the packaging industry or for those who are already in the industry and who wish to extend their
knowledge and expertise.
The Diploma in Packaging Technology prepares students to take responsibility for packaging operations at any level through
the supply chain. The qualification is comprehensive and provides an opportunity to study the principles of packaging,
packaging materials and packaging processes.” he said.
WHO AM I?
Diploma in Packaging Technology students are from a variety of backgrounds and disciplines, and are typically experienced
practitioners or managers in technical, sales/marketing, QA, purchasing, engineering or design.
WHAT’S IN IT FOR ME?
Completion of the Diploma in Packaging Technology demonstrates your commitment to your career and to the industry.
Delegates who successfully complete the Diploma are equipping themselves for senior positions within the packaging
industry.
Entries are now open for the 2019 Packaging New Zealand Scholarship with submissions closing on the 8 March. The winner
of the Scholarship will be announced at the 2019 Packaging Innovation & Design Awards; which will be held at the SOFITEL
Wentworth, Sydney on the 30th of April. To find out more about the scholarship criteria and entry forms please
email pida@aipack.com.au or visit the below links
To access the 2019 Scholarship entry form click here
To access the 2019 Scholarship criteria click here

APPLICATIONS CLOSE 8 MARCH 2019
4
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TO BE HELD ALONGSIDE THE 2019 AIP NATIONAL TECHNICAL FORUM
The Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP) and Packaging New Zealand, are pleased to advise that submissions
are now open for the 2019 Australasian Packaging Innovation & Design Awards (PIDA) which recognise
companies and individuals who are making a significant difference in their field in Australia and New Zealand.
The Design Innovation of the Year company awards will recognise organisations that have designed innovative packaging
within each of these five manufacturing categories:
1. FOOD
2. BEVERAGE
3. HEALTH, BEAUTY & WELLNESS
4. DOMESTIC & HOUSEHOLD
5. LABELLING & DECORATION *NEW AWARD
There will be three special awards available:
1. SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING DESIGN SPECIAL AWARD
2. SAVE FOOD PACKAGING DESIGN SPECIAL AWARD
3. ACCESSIBLE PACKAGING DESIGN SPECIAL AWARD *NEW AWARD
In addition there are three awards designed for people who have made specific contributions to the packaging industry.
These Individual Awards will include:
1. YOUNG PACKAGING PROFESSIONAL OF THE YEAR.
2. INDUSTRY PACKAGING PROFESSIONAL OF THE YEAR.
3. The PACKAGING NEW ZEALAND SCHOLARSHIP that will offer one person from New Zealand the opportunity to enrol in
the Diploma in Packaging Technology course; an internationally recognised and accredited course.
The PIDA Awards are the exclusive award program for all Australia and New Zealand entries into the prestigious
WorldStar Packaging Awards.

APPLICATIONS NOW OPEN: CLOSING 8 MARCH 2019
CLICK HERE FOR ENTRY FORMS AND CRITERIA
EXCLUSIVE ENTRY POINT: WORLDSTAR PACKAGING AWARDS

PLATINUM SPONSORS

GOLD SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS

BRONZE SPONSOR

THE AUSTRALIAN POUCH COMPANY

INTERNATIONALLY
ENDORSED BY

MEDIA PARTNERS

EXCLUSIVE
ENTRY TO

COORDINATED BY

For more information on the PIDA Awards email pida@aipack.com.au or www.aipack.com.au
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AIP INTRODUCES NEW KIWIHARVEST PACKING DAY

T

he Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP) is pleased to announce as a part of the Institute’s commitment
to the SAVE FOOD Initiative by FAO, the National Food Waste Strategy, and the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goal 12.3 that we are focused on education and training programs that can assist with
minimising food waste and loss globally. With this the AIP are now offering a new KiwiHarvest Volunteer
Program in New Zealand for all our Members and industry colleagues. We invite all of you to get involved and help the
AIP make a difference.

WHO ARE KIWIHARVEST?
KiwiHarvest are New Zealand’s perishable food rescuers; collecting good food before it goes to waste and distributing it to
those in need to nourish the wider community. Every month they deliver over 60,000 kgs of food to 220 charities nationally.
Their work is already changing the fact that 103,000 tonnes of food is thrown away by New Zealand industry every year.
KiwiHarvest is here to create lasting positive change so that good food does not go to waste. Moreover, those that need
nourishment will receive it. KiwiHarvest reduces the negative impacts of food waste on our environment by redistributing
excess food; helping to create lasting positive social change by nourishing those in need.

SO HOW CAN AIP MEMBERS AND INDUSTRY COLLEAGUES HELP KIWIHARVEST?
Join our AIP KiwiHarvest Volunteer Program; either as an individual, with your staff and colleagues, or even with your families.
The AIP will work directly with KiwiHarvest to book in some days where our volunteers can visit the Ellerslie Warehouse and
help pick and pack fresh vegetables into sacks. The day will start with a formal introduction on how KiwiHarvest works
and information on their charity partners. Arrive at KiwiHarvest HQ in Ellerslie and get ready to pack vegetables into sacks
for distribution. This experience is a fun team connecting opportunity to get stuck in and physical. In the course of the
morning you will pack over 2 tonnes of fresh vegetables (carrots, potatoes etc) into sacks weighing approximately 15 kg.
These sacks will be delivered during the week to agencies across Auckland feeding people on need. Your efforts will have
contributed to nourishing families across the wider Auckland area with fresh healthy vegetables. Each day requires teams
of 6, this is an outdoor activity requiring some lifting.

TO REGISTER YOUR INTEREST PLEASE FILL IN THE FORM BELOW
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE PROGRAM IS BELOW
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POSITION VACANT: PETERS ICE CREAM

SENIOR PACKAGING TECHNOLOGIST
Peters Ice Cream is the home of iconic Australian brands including Drumstick, Connoisseur, Maxibon and many
more!! Peters is part of a global FMCG market leader, Froneri, who are achieving big things and we have our
sights set on continued growth both here in Australia and leveraging into overseas markets.
Reporting to the Product Technology and Innovation Manager we are looking for someone to bring their skills and experience
to drive best practice excellence programs in packaging across the business.
In this role your responsibilities will include but not be restricted to the following:
• Create and develop new packaging for new products in line with Marketing briefs by organising trial materials, conducting
machine trials and evaluating the results
• Participate in all new product development teams as required
• Participate and lead, packaging value optimisation projects.
• Sourcing of new and evaluation of current packaging materials in light of new trends, developments in materials and
environmental benefits.
• Annually complete the Australian Packaging Covenant Organisation Action Plan and report.
• Identify and follow through with factory cost saving projects in relation to packaging and associated equipment.
• Packaging machine troubleshooting (support fault finding and provide technical advice).
• Provide technical advice on packaging materials, packaging machines and graphics. Includes ensuring compliance with
Peters Ice Cream & regulatory requirements for packaging, including safety and Compliance for materials in contact
with food.
• Liaise with Suppliers, Art-houses, Marketing, Purchasing, Production and Engineering on packaging and EAN barcoding
matters
• Development and maintenance of Packaging Material Specifications & Technical drawings for the development of Artwork.
• Maintenance and creation of Bills of Material within the manufacturing system (including issuing of new item numbers
and abbreviations).
• Checking and approving of technical aspects of artwork as part of artwork approval system.
• Work with QA in reducing Packaging Quality Complaints.
• Lead project teams as required
• Maintain & Develop all Packaging related Work Instructions & Procedures within PTI.

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE ROLE

ADVERTISE YOUR JOB VACANCIES WITH THE AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF PACKAGING (AIP)

If you are looking for a place to advertise job vacancies and packaging positions then
look no further than the AIP. Advertise in the AIP monthly newsletter, on the AIP website
and social media platforms. Contact the AIP to find out how.
POSITION VACANT
55 YEARS: 1963-2018

YATES – PACKA
GING

Job no: 831832
Work type: Full
Time
Location: Sydney

TECHNOLOGIS

T – PADSTOW
NSW

THE COMPANY
ASX listed, DuluxGroup
and spaces in which is a manufacturer and marketer
we live and work.
of products that
Parchem, ATA and
protect, maintain
Our iconic
Lincoln Sentry
and enhance
have been woven brands: Dulux, Selleys, Yates,
Cabot’s, B&D Doors the places
into the fabric of
THE ROLE
the communities
&
where we operate.Openers,
A new and unique
Packaging team opportunity has become available
for hard-working,
development andin Padstow, NSW. As the Packaging
team
delivery of New
Technologist , you player to join a friendly and
Product Development
dedicated
will support the
(NPD) as well as
In addition, your
improve existing Yates business in the
duties and responsibilitie
products.
s will include (but
not be limited to);
Working with a
variety of packaging
purchasing and
formats and with
marketing professionals;
packaging suppliers,
Working on multiple
subcontractors
projects across
and Yates manufacturing
Keeping abreast
a variety of work
,
of emerging technologies
streams and products;
Utilising your technical
and legislation;
ensuring packaging expertise and project management
is compatible to
Essential Criteria:
products developedcapability, ensuring outcomes
are on time
and meets all supply
chain requirementsand on budget;
This role requires
.
seeking people great communicati on skills and
with a clear desire
a sound working
high energy and
to
knowledge
progress
their
of Packaging materials.
strong work ethic
will be critical. career and become a success,
We are
hence this coupled
You must also possess
with your
the following skills
and experience;
• Team focus and
ability to work
• Outstanding
time managementin a fast-paced environment;
• Excellent communicatio
skills;
n skills;
• Demonstrated
• Self-motivatio experience managing multiple
n and enquiring
projects;
• Previous experience
mind with
in a similar position a strong desire to learn;
in Chemistry, Materials
or
Science or related related discipline will be highly
discipline will be
regarded and Tertiary
essential.
HOW TO APPLY
qualifications
To submit your
application please
5706. For further
click
information about ‘Apply’ below or for a confidential
DuluxGroup please
discussion please
visit our website
call Kylie on (03)
We are an employer
www.duluxgroup.com.au
9263
culture and employ of choice who empowers
and
who encourages world leading practices for safety develops our employees. We
a diverse workforce.
have a
and sustainability.
We are also an equalstrong results oriented
opportunity employer
CLICK HERE TO
APPLY
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Dream. Design. Do.

Bottles. Preforms. Closures. Thinwall.
High grade injection & blow moulding of rigid plastics packaging for FMCG in food, pharmaceutical,
beverage, household & personal care. Both custom and catalogue solutions with European quality
and Australian innovation. So for your next packaging project let’s dream, design and do it.....
together.

Packaging for leading brands
bottles | preforms | closures | thinwall | IML
triggers | specialty | lining & assembly
food grade production facilities

wellman packaging
A Quality Endorsed Company

ISO9001/22000 Quality & Food Safety Systems
62 Lancaster Street, Ingleburn NSW Australia
E dreamdesigndo@wellman.com.au
P 61 2 9618 1211

wellman.com.au
8
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AIP WELCOMES NEW NATIONAL PARTNER: O-I GLASS

T

he AIP would like to take this opportunity to welcome O-I Glass
as a new National Partner. O-I is Australia’s leading glass bottle
and jar manufacturer. O-I Glass operate 4 plants, located in
Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide. They make glass
packaging for Australia’s world-renowned wine, beer, food and NAB brands.
O-I proudly partners with customers to create innovative, distinctive and
beautiful glass packaging that builds brands and drives business results.
O-I believes that glass is the world’s most sustainable packaging, and has
incorporated sustainability into our business practices for more than a century.
Once it’s made, a glass container is infinitely 100% recyclable.
Contact O-I Australia on how they can collaborate with your brands.
www.recycleglass.com.au www.o-i.com

BIOPAK'S SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018

A

t BioPak, their vision is a world
without waste and sustainability
is at the heart of everything that
they do. It is their mission to lead the
market and inspire more people to join them in
the global journey towards a circular economy.
BioPak can see that there are tides of change and
more and more businesses and individuals are
seeking sustainable options that help preserve
our planet.
Please find below access to BioPak's first ever
sustainability report.

CLICK HERE TO ACCESS THE REPORT

TO INFINITY
& BEYOND
Infinitely recyclable glass

For more visit: recycleglass.com.au

O-I Australia

MAKING GLASS
FOR AUSTRALIA
SINCE 1872
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AUSTRALIA & NZ PACKAGING INNOVATIONS RECOGNISED IN
2019 WORLDSTAR PACKAGING AWARDS

T

hree Australian companies and one New Zealand company have achieved international
recognition for their innovative and unique packaging designs in the prestigious WorldStar
Packaging Awards. The winning companies include Caps and Closures for Precise Pour, ILNAM Estate
for 8 Kangaroos, Lactote for POLATOTE and Radix Nutrition for their Foil Packaging Breakfast Pouch
and were across three categories, Beverage, Food and Domestic & Household. Radix Nutrition is the first New Zealand
company to be awarded a WorldStar Packaging Award for the Food Category.
This international recognition follows on from recent wins in the 2018 Packaging Innovation & Design (PIDA) Awards which
are run by the Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP) and Packaging New Zealand. The PIDA Awards are the exclusive feeder
program for Australia and New Zealand into the WorldStar Packaging Awards.
PRECISE POUR FOR CONTINUOUS POUR, ANTI-CLOG AND TAMPER-EVIDENCE
Company: Caps and Closures
Country: Australia
Category: Domestic & Household
The Precise Pour takes a leap forward in the functionality of the simple
tap, both for the consumer and the packer. It is simple to apply,
intuitive to use, hard to damage and performs unlike any other tap
on the market. The Precise Pour has features in all areas of the cap
which create a user experience like no other. It is tamper evident,
anti-surge, variable flow, 180 degree opening action, 360 degree
pour, it has anti-binding lugs and has an anti-drip lip.

8KANGAROOS BY ILNAM ESTATE
Company: ILNAM Estate
Country: Australia
Category: Beverage
8Kangaroos by ILNAM Estate have been awarded the win for a unique and innovative wine
bottle shaped like a Kangaroo. In addition, all raw materials were chosen for their ability
to be recycled and there was extensive thought and consideration in the development
of transport packaging to suit the shape of the bottle. The bottles unique shape makes
it unlikely that it will be thrown away after initial use. It is envisaged that the bottle will
be retained and used as a decanter, water bottle or just a curious item on a shelf. The
bottle being embossed at the base with the brand name means that the brand will live
on after the label has gone and the wine has been consumed. Destined to be extremely
successful in the international duty-free market the family-owned business has developed
an outstanding and innovative packaging design.

AUSPOUCH SPECIALISES IN HIGH PERFORMANCE FLEXIBLE PACKAGING, WHERE
PERFORMANCE, RELIABILITY AND CONSUMER FEATURES ARE KEY

THE AUSTRALIAN POUCH COMPANY

sales@auspouch.com.au
Phone + 61 2 8852 2660

We offer filling and processing lines matched to our packaging portfolio for an integrated, holistic solution to
packaging requirements, and have a team with a complete understanding of how to get the most out of your
packaging and systems, from packaging design to mechanical engineering. We work locally to bring world class
packaging solutions to Australian and New Zealand brands, with access to a strong network of partners and OEMs
who are leaders in their fields from across the globe. Our portfolio includes packaging and machinery solutions for
processed fruit, snacks, condiments, dairy, wet culinary and fresh fruit and many other industries.
With decades of industry experience and a consultative model, we are capable of supporting customers with standard
packaging requirements in standup and pouch applications or working with customers to create new packaging
solutions for their business. With key focus on disruptive R&D from Europe, Japan and North America, Auspouch will
be showing new solutions such as portion control, antispill pouches, upside down pouches, wine industry innovations
and oxygen & shelf life management solutions for processed foods in pouches.
Auspouch is a brand of Metalprint Australia, a leading supplier of packaging systems such as the Cheerpack
spouted pouch for 2 decades.
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AUSTRALIA & NZ PACKAGING INNOVATIONS RECOGNISED IN
2019 WORLDSTAR PACKAGING AWARDS
POLATOTE BY LACTOTE
Company: Lactote
Country: Australia
Category: Beverage
Polatote is both an off-the-shelf supermarket/liquor shop
beverage multipack and a portable ice cooler.
No longer do you need an Esky style ice container and/or the
traditional ice bucket to keep your drinks cold. Polatote has
been fully redesigned as a highly functional shrinkfilm multipack with global influence and appeal. It is an ice cooler, or
more accurately, a method for controlling the temperature of
beverages in and outdoors. It is a comfortable, convenient and
sturdy parcel/package for personal carrying and an easily and
safely palletised multi-pack for general transportation and distribution. Polatote is a container to ensure original contents
once consumed are recycled and do not become litter. Polatote replaces the standard type of beverage packaging presently
used to deliver bottles of all types, metal cans and Tetra type cardboard packs to the marketplace.
RADIX NUTRITION FOIL PACKAGING BREAKFAST POUCH
Company: Radix Nutrition
Country: New Zealand
Category: Food
The Radix Nutrition foil breakfast packaging is simple to use, accessible in any situation,
preserves nutrients and there is no food waste. The packaging needed to be durable,
yet lightweight as they didn’t want to create problems for their users as a lot of their
consumers are marathon runners, athletes, rugby players, endurance long distance
runners, cyclists, campers and many other outdoor loving people. These people want
to enjoy their athletic and outdoor endeavours and to avoid increases in the weight of
their kit so their pouch had to be highly functional, yet add no additional weight.
The Australia and New Zealand winners will be able to collect their trophies at the 2019 WorldStar Packaging Awards in
Prague, Czech Republic on the 15 May 2019. The WorldStar Packaging Awards are owned and coordinated by the World
Packaging Organisation (WPO). The AIP are the ANZ Board Member for the WPO. The 2019 PIDA Awards are now open for
submissions and entry forms and criteria can be accessed through http://aipack.com.au/education/pida/
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A NEW ERA FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION IN VICTORIA

1. GENERAL INFORMATION
The Environment Protection Amendment Act 2018 (Act) is the second half of the package of reforms to overhaul
environmental regulation in Victoria. Expected to commence on 1 July 2020, the new law shifts the focus from
addressing environmental harm ‘after the fact’ to preventing environmental harm and pollution. The amendments
also significantly broaden the EPA’s regulatory and enforcement powers.
All businesses, industry and the community will have a general environmental duty (GED) to minimise the risk of
environmental harm from pollution and waste. Many businesses who may not have comprehensive environmental
management systems will need to review their current practices and make adjustments to prepare for the GED.
Existing environmental management systems will also need to be revamped in the lead up to 2020.

2. NEW DUTIES AND OBLIGATIONS
The GED requires individuals and businesses to proactively take steps to eliminate or minimise risks of harm
from pollution or waste in connection with any activities they undertake. This duty is modelled on the workplace
health and safety legislation which businesses in Victoria will already be familiar with.
Other key proposed changes include:
(a) affected community members will have standing to apply directly to court for civil orders restraining an activity alleged
to breach an environmental duty;
(b) a new duty to notify the EPA of pollution incidents;
(c) new duties for waste producers through reforms to the waste management framework, including the introduction of
duties for the management, control, containment, disposal and depositing of priority waste and industrial waste;
(d) new duties regarding the management and control of contaminated land and a duty to notify the EPA of contaminated
sites if the anticipated clean-up cost exceeds $50,000; and
(e) the introduction of a tiered, risk-based framework for site licensing.

3. NEW PERMISSIONS SYSTEM
The Act will regulate business activities according to risk with a new three-tiered permissions system. These are:
(a) Registrations:
(i) 		automatically granted; and
(ii) 		suited to organisations posing significant risks but who have access to simple and standardised controls.
(b) Permits for medium-high risk activities with low complexity.
(c) Licences:
(i) granted for complex activities that require the most regulatory control to manage any significant risks to human
health and the environment; and
(ii) reviewed at least every 5 years and are no longer granted indefinitely.

12
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A NEW ERA FOR ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION IN VICTORIA
4. REFORMS TO WASTE MANAGEMENT
The GED requires waste producers to identify and implement ways of minimising waste generation and waste
management risks.
The amendments also formally set out the waste management hierarchy:
(a) avoidance;
(b) reuse;
(c) recycling;
(d) recovery of energy;
(e) containment; and
(f )		waste disposal.

5. COMMUNITY RIGHTS
Businesses should take particular note of the new community rights. These new rights mean that individuals affected
by environmental breaches may commence action against the responsible entity by commencing action in court.
This is a significant departure from the current laws which limit this type of redress to EPA enforcement activity.

6. INCREASED PENALTIES
Part of the reforms include significant new enforcement powers for the EPA, including penalties of over $1.6 million
and criminal penalties for breaching the GED. Breaches of the industrial waste duties can result in civil and criminal
penalties.

7. WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR YOU?
Businesses and individuals will be under stricter obligations with heavy penalties for non-compliance. This
means all businesses producing waste (eg food and beverage manufacturers and cosmetics, consumer goods and
packaging suppliers and retailers), as well as waste management companies (eg material recovery facilities and
waste processors) must take positive steps to ensure they comply with the GED.
Get in touch to discuss what you can be doing now to prepare your
business for these new duties and compliance obligations.

Viv Lister
Associate Principal
Bespoke
viv.lister@bespokelaw.com
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AIP DIAGEO SUPPLY HUNTINGWOOD

P

KN Packaging News Reports: AIP gets into the spirit with Diageo tour The Australian Institute of Packaging
(AIP) recently partnered with Diageo for a guided tour of the beverage manufacturer’s massive Huntingwood
facility in Sydney. The tour allowed 40 AIP guests to see the company’s operations across the full supply chain,
including production lines for cans, ready-to-drink (RTD) glass, and full-strength bottled spirits (FSBS), as well as
its automated storage and warehousing facilities.
The Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP) recently partnered with Diageo for a guided tour of the beverage
manufacturer’s massive Huntingwood facility in Sydney.
`The tour allowed 40 AIP guests to see the company’s operations across the full supply chain, including production lines for
cans, ready-to-drink (RTD) glass, and full-strength bottled spirits (FSBS), as well as its automated storage and warehousing
facilities.
According to Graham Leslie (pictured bottom, right), packaging technologist at Diageo, the highlights were the company’s
new RTD filling and capping system, and its case packing facility for cans. “Everything was running, so we got to show
everything in motion. Hopefully people got a few ideas on how we do things, to take back to their own facilities.
“I’ve had a good time showing off the place – I’ve enjoyed seeing other people’s factories, and it was good to pay back
some of the hospitality I’ve been shown in the past,” said Leslie.
Brendan Zammit, committee member at the AIP, said members gave plenty of positive feedback on the event. “I think
everyone enjoys coming out to these events and seeing how a lot of the bigger brands are manufactured,” he said.
“They’re very important for us, as they connect members and people with interest in the industry with real-world
companies. People love seeing how it all works and how everything comes together.”
Diageo employs approximately 150 people at its Huntingwood site, spread across manufacturing, warehouse, and support
services. The plant produces 10 million cases per year, mainly for Coles, Woolworths, and Australian Liquor Marketers (ALM).

THIS ARTICLE WAS REPRODUCED WITH PERMISSION FROM PKN PACKAGING NEWS
www.packagingnews.com.au
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WOULD YOUR COMPANY LIKE TO BE A PART OF THE NATIONAL
FOOD AND AGRIBUSINESS DIRECTORY?

T

he AIP is pleased to advise that it will be partnering with
Food Innovation Australia Limited to develop a National
Food and Agribusiness Directory and we need your help.
The Australian Food and Agribusiness Directory is a practical tool
that brings businesses from across the entire Food and Agribusinesses
(F&A) value chain together in one central location for the first time. It will
be the main point of call for anyone to access the Australian F&A sector
in a visual and interactive way. The online directory will provide you with the opportunity to easily connect with others
and share knowledge, skills and opportunities to innovate and grow your business.
Australia is well known around the world for its wealth of natural resources and the quality of the foods produces from
that resource. While there is an abundance of capability in Australia throughout the food and agribusiness supply chain,
wide knowledge of and access to this capability is limited. In addition, understanding and connectivity to the ancillary
and support services needed to manufacture high quality foods tends to be targeted and localised.
While there are a range of capability directories that have been created, often held within differing industry associations,
access to this information beyond the association membership is often restricted for commercial reasons. In addition, the
majority of food manufacturing support manufacturers and providers are small to medium businesses with limited people
and financial resources and connections, a position that restricts their ability to access wider networks and capabilities
needed for support to their businesses.
This project seeks to provide a more coordinated approach and combined access to key information and services listings
for companies across the F&A sector and supply chain by combining sources of industry connections. The combined
information is proposed to be presented as a searchable national map of capabilities. The purpose of the directory is to
allow everyone in the industry access to information and capabilities across the Australian Food and Agribusiness Value
Network and sector associations. The directory will allow users to access the information and capabilities via an on-line
searchable site that will also provide opportunity for owners of capability to promote their services to the wider Food and
Agribusiness sector.
So how can you get your company listed in the Directory? Simply download, fill in and return the 'Directory Form' to
info@aipack.com.au

DOWNLOAD - DIRECTORY FORM PDF

SOUTHERN REGIONAL XMAS DINNER AND TRIVIA NIGHT

T

he AIP Southern Region finished
a very busy year with their
annual Christmas Dinner. This
event is a time to relax, unwind
and have a bit of fun playing trivia
games. Congratulations to the 2018 Trivia
Champions! The AIP would like to also take
this opportunity to acknowledge Cherie Ross
for her continued efforts to ensure the event
is fun for everyone.
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REGISTRATIONS FOR CLEAN UP DAY 2019 ARE NOW OPEN

D

uring a week of action in 2018 an estimated
668,850 volunteers joined together to clean
up their local parks, waterways, beaches,
bushland and roadways – reinforcing the
relevance of Clean Up Australia day as the largest
community mobilisation event of its kind in the Asia
Pacific region.
With the recent passing of our founder, Ian Kiernan,
and the fact that 2019 is the 30th anniversary of the
first Clean Up, Clean Up Sydney Harbour, our aim is to
make this event even bigger this year.

Clean Up Australia Day 2019 includes three different opportunities:
• Community Clean Up Sunday 3 March
• Schools/Youth Clean Up Friday 1 March
• Business Clean Up Tuesday 26 February
You can participate in any of these initiatives on other days too.
•
•
•
•

Businesses find that Clean Up Australia Day is a great way to:
Make a real difference by helping us to deliver lasting environmental change
Be seen supporting your local community
Increase team cohesion via a low cost team building exercise
Fulfil your corporate responsibilities

To get involved in 2019 visit Clean Up Australia. For information about Clean
Ups for Business please email or call Wendy Chapman 02 8197 3408 or business@cleanup.com.au
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2018 AIP YEAR IN REVIEW
2018 AIP NATIONAL CONFERENCE: PACKAGING GLOBALISATION

With a theme of ‘Packaging Globalisation’ the 2018 AIP National Conference certainly was an event to be remembered.
The AIP National Conference saw 60 speakers from 20 different countries present and 28 countries in attendance as
delegates, 47 Board members for the World Packaging Organisation (WPO) attended the week of events, the WPO hosted
their 100th Board Meeting during the week, 166 people attend the welcome cocktail event from 25 countries, 500 people
from 33 countries attended the prestigious international WorldStar Packaging Awards and the 2018 PIDA Awards as the gala
dinner for the conference, 130 people from 17 countries attended the inaugural PKN Packaging News Women in Industry
Breakfast Forum, a Fundamentals of Packaging Technology interactive residential training session and five international
editors from the International Packaging Press Organisation (IPPO) present as guest speakers during the two days. The
2018 AIP National Conference was a truly international must-attend educational event.

NEW MEMBERS FOR NOV/DEC
The AIP would like to welcome the following new Members.

Paul Donnellan
Niall Dudman
John Irwin
Filicia Linarta
Apoorv Mehrotra
Marian O’Leary
Bayard Sinnema
Brian Skelly
Ankur Saxena
Lindsay Walker

VIC
VIC
NSW
VIC
NZ
VIC
NZ
VIC
O’Seas
NSW

Member
Associate
Member
Associate
Associate
Member
Associate
Associate
Member
Associate
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2018 AIP YEAR IN REVIEW
2018 CONFERENCE COCKTAILS AND WELCOME FUNCTION

On the 1 May the AIP held a VIP Cocktail Welcome function for the speakers, sponsors and international guests. Sponsored
by Qenos, who are a long-standing sponsors of the AIP, the welcome function saw 160 people in attendance. A surprise
for the evening was to allow the international guests the rare opportunity to meet a koala. The AIP would like to take this
opportunity to thank Qenos for the continued support of the Institute and without them the event would not have been
possible. For those who attended it was a magical evening, with wonderful weather in the beach and lagoon area of the
Marriott Hotel creating fantastic global networking opportunities.

2018 PACKAGING INNOVATION & DESIGN AWARDS

The winners of the 2018 Packaging & Processing Innovation and Design Awards (PIDA)
for Australia and New Zealand were announced in front of over 500 people during a gala
dinner at the Marriott Hotel Surfers Paradise, Queensland. The PIDA Awards were held this
year in conjunction with the international WorldStar Packaging Awards which saw over 22
countries in attendance to also collect their awards for 2018.
The 2018 Packaging & Processing Innovation & Design Awards (PIDA) have been designed
to recognise companies and individuals who are making a significant difference in their
field across Australia and New Zealand. The PIDA Awards are the exclusive feeder program for the prestigious WorldStar
Packaging Awards.

INAUGURAL PACKAGING NEW ZEALAND SCHOLARSHIP WINNER ANNOUNCED IN FRONT
OF GLOBAL PACKAGING COMMUNITY
The winner of the inaugural Packaging New Zealand Scholarship was announced in front of
500 people during a gala awards dinner for the global packaging community at the Marriott
Hotel Surfers Paradise, Queensland. The gala dinner was a joint event between the 2018 PIDA
Awards and the international WorldStar Packaging Awards with 30 countries in attendance
on the evening. The inaugural winner of the Packaging New Zealand Scholarship is Jaco
Scheepers, Packaging Technologist, Synlait Milk. Packaging New Zealand, in conjunction
with the Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP), run the annual scholarship program for New
Zealand to be able to offer a packaging technologist, designer or engineer, the opportunity
to complete a Diploma in Packaging Technology to the value of over $9000. Please join with
the Packaging New Zealand and the AIP in congratulating Jaco Scheepers on his scholarship.
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2018 AIP YEAR IN REVIEW
2018 WORLDSTAR PACKAGING AWARDS HOSTED BY THE AIP

The AIP was extremely proud to have hosted the prestigious WorldStar Packaging Awards, alongside the 2018 PIDA
Awards. Over 500 people from 40 countries across the globe attended this fabulous evening. A most memorable evening
to see our very own Harry Lovell receive his lifetime achievement award in front of his peers and to be a part of a global
packaging community.

PIDA AWARD WINNERS TAKES OUT 2018 WORLDSTAR SAVE FOOD PACKAGING SPECIAL
AWARD

The 2018 WorldStar Save Food Packaging Special Award winner was announced on the 2 May with one of our very own
PIDA winners taking out the gold. Five Australian companies and one New Zealand company have achieved international
recognition for their innovative and unique packaging designs in the prestigious WorldStar Packaging Awards with
Woolpack Australia winning three award categories and Sealed Air New Zealand winning two.
The winning companies include Woolpack Australia for Woolcool, SPC Ardmona for SPC ProVital® easy-open portion
controlled fruit cup, Fresh Technologies Ltd & Sealed Air Food Care for Fressure™ and Cryovac® Freshness Plus®, Plantic
Technologies for the PLANTIC™ R Packaging Material, Pact Group for the rPET Moisturelock Meat Tray and CHEP Australia
for CHEP Retail Display Pallets (RDP) and Beverage Trays (BT) who between them took out ten award wins. These awards
follow on from their recent wins in the Packaging & Processing Innovation (PIDA) Awards; which are the exclusive feeder
program into the WorldStar Packaging Awards for Australia and New Zealand.

AIP NEWSLETTER DECEMBER 2018
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2018 AIP YEAR IN REVIEW
EMERITUS PROF. HARRY LOVELL, OAM, FAIP RECEIVES GLOBAL LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

During the 2018 WorldStar Packaging Awards, which were held as a part of the recent 2018 AIP National Conference,
the World Packaging Organisation (WPO) honoured four Lifetime Achievement Awards from across the globe with the
final awardee of the evening being our very own Emeritus Professor Harry Lovell, OAM, FAIP. The Lifetime Achievement
in Packaging Award was established with the aim of acknowledging and rewarding excellence in all aspects of packaging
science, technology, design and application across every country around the world. The discipline of packaging is one
that is truly global. The World Packaging Organisation is in a unique position to identify leading practitioners from around
the world who have consistently pushed the boundaries in advancing the art, science and application of packaging to
serve the needs of an ever more demanding society. These prestigious awards will celebrate and preserve in perpetuity
the collective achievements of these innovators.
Emeritus. Prof Harry Lovell, OAM, FAIP attended the evening with his wife Nora and son David and received his Lifetime
Achievement Award to a 500-person standing ovation. Professor Harry Lovell has practically devoted his entire life to
furthering education; in particular through the Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP). His prime focus has been to impart
knowledge and teach others. Harry was instrumental in reinvigorating the Australian Institute of Packaging, not only
as an educational body, but also a business unit during his terms as National President in 1990s. The development of a
successful suite of educational and technical solutions for members was underpinned through the establishment of a
successful collaborative network between leading packaging technologists across Australia and also leading firms focused
on the manufacture of packaged goods. Harry has had many appointments over the years, sat on various judging panels,
published numerous articles on food technology and packaging as well as delivering numerous papers across the globe.
The Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP) are extremely proud and for Harry to be recognised in front of his peers,
mentees and family was a rare moment that all whom attended will hold dear.

NEW BOARD MEMBER FOR THE WORLD PACKAGING ORGANISATION (WPO)
The AIP is pleased to announce that Nerida Kelton MAIP has been
nominated by her peers to take on the position of the ANZ delegate to
the World Packaging Organisation (WPO) Board effective immediately.
According to Dr Carol Kilcullen-Lawrence FAIP, National President of
the AIP, “Nerida, as the Executive Director of the AIP, has been part of
the AIP and the packaging industry now for almost two decades and is
hands-on with all aspects of representing the AIP, its Members and the
wider packaging industry.”
“With her in-depth knowledge and significant contribution to the AIP
educational programs, CPP Program, Master course, Women’s Mentoring
program, industry and government representation on the National
Food Waste Strategy, development of the Save Food Packaging Award
and the PIDA Awards, and management of industry-based educational
events, Nerida is the key person to represent the interests of not only the
Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP) on the world stage, but also the
greater packaging industry in Australia and New Zealand,” Dr KilcullenLawrence said.
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2018 AIP YEAR IN REVIEW
2018 WOMEN IN INDUSTRY FORUM

Over 160 people attended the Inaugural ANZ Women in Industry forum which was held alongside of the 2018 AIP
National Conference. With the theme Bridging the Diversity Gap, the inaugural Women In Industry Forum explored why
diversity matters in the workplace, best practice approaches to building teams and developing leadership potential.
Keynote Address was ‘Stepping it up – Leadership Starts With YOU’ presented by Belinda Brosnan, CEO, executive coach,
mentor, trainer, facilitator and author. The keynote was followed by a panel who have navigated their way into leadership
positions and achieved recognition in their respective careers in the food and packaging industry. The panelists shared
their views on why inclusion and diversity matters in the workplace, best practice approaches to building inclusive teams,
obstacles to be overcome to increase gender balance in line management roles, and how diversity can enable growth and
value creation.

2018 WORLD PACKAGING ORGANISATION 100TH BOARD MEETING

The 100th World Packaging Organisation meeting was held at Surfers Paradise, Queensland as a part of the 2018 AIP
National Conference. This was the first WPO Board Meeting where Pierre Pienaar was in the President's role and Nerida
Kelton was the newly appointed ANZ Board Members. Over 45 Board Members came to Australia to be a part of the week
making it a truly international event.

AIP NEWSLETTER DECEMBER 2018
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2018 AIP YEAR IN REVIEW
2018 AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF PACKAGING (AIP) SPECIAL AWARDS
One of the core objectives of the Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP) is to ensure that individuals are recognised for
their significant contributions to the packaging industry. Dr Carol Kilcullen-Lawrence PhD, FAIP, CPP, National President
of the AIP had the opportunity at the gala awards night on the 2 May to present five AIP Special Awards. The AIP Special
Awards are not given often and are designed to recognise inspirational individuals who have contributed significantly to
the packaging industry over many years.
AIP FELLOWSHIP TO JACKY NORSDVAN
Jacky Norsdvan, Packaging Specialist, Nestle Australia has been recognised with a Fellowship
for her work in the packaging industry over the last 25+ years that has resulted in change
in the packaging industry, bringing packaging sustainability, recyclability, labelling, and
accessibility, to the forefront of packaging design. She has helped develop tools and processes
and engaged stakeholders to enable informed decisions on packaging sustainability and
packaging accessible design in the concept phase of packaging development, which is
key to improving environmental performance and packaging accessibility.
AIP FELLOWSHIP TO PHILLIP ROLLS
Phillip Rolls, Managing Director, Rolls Pack has been a Member of the AIP for twenty years
and is a business visionary. He has led his own packaging company to success through a
pioneering spirit, positive thinking and strong business acumen. Motivated and handson, Phillip is constantly on the search for new innovations. This thirst for knowledge and
commitment to knowing where the industry is heading, has seen his business grow from
a small plastic bag manufacturer to respected industry leader.

FOUNDERS AWARD TO PIERRE PIENAAR FAIP, CPP
The Founders Award has been named to honour the Foundation Members of the Institute
and to recognise their contribution to the development of packaging technology in
Australia. The Founders Award shall be given for outstanding performances which in a
real way enhances the profession of Packaging Technology. Only three people have ever
attained this award; Professor Harry Lovell OAM, George Ganzenmuller and Llewelyn
Stephens. The AIP are very excited to make it four.
With 30 years extensive experience in the packaging industry Pierre Pienaar has been
instrumental in the continued growth and success of packaging education and training
around the world. Pierre has given of his time and knowledge to assist developing countries
with packaging education and training and has lectured in the technology and science
of packaging at various universities across the globe. Closer to home Pierre accepted
the toughest role of all which was filling Harry Lovell’s shoes and leading the education
portfolio for the AIP across Australasia. His drive, hard work, long hours and commitment
to improving packaging education across the world is remarkable and we at the AIP are
proud to call him our Education Director. Please welcome Pierre Pienaar to be the fourth
recipient of the AIP Founders Award.
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2018 AIP YEAR IN REVIEW
2018 AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF PACKAGING (AIP) SPECIAL AWARDS
AIP LIFE MEMBERSHIP TO KEITH CHESSELL FAIP
The next AIP Special Award has only ever been awarded five times in 55 years. Keith Chessell
has a 46-year career in the Food, Beverage & Confectionery industries with extensive
experience in the innovation and development of new products and the relaunch of existing
products and packaging. In recent years his focus has been on sustainable packaging
design and has been a significant and invaluable contributor to the development and
judging of the Save Food Packaging and Sustainable Packaging Awards, the successful
participation of the AIP within the National Food Waste Strategy and the newly formed
Fight Food Waste Cooperative Research Centre and is the current AIP representative on
the LCA Standards Australia committee.
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD – NERIDA KELTON MAIP
Having joined as an associate Member of the Institute a key focus for her has always been to
support the growth or people of all walks in life in many facets of the industry. Whether it
was to help find a new packaging job, help seeking a new machinery system, or connecting
teams in the pursuit of a successful project, nothing is ever too much trouble for her. Nerida
is very modest and has always increased her own broad knowledge of not only packaging
technology in all its forms but also the packaging players and kindred associations around
Australasia, and more recently around the world. Nerida is constantly sharing knowledge and
connections with others, plus the opportunities they bring, all testament to the outstanding
service she has brought to the AIP, and our members, above and beyond various formal
roles, which are now a strategic element of the management of the Institute.
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In your business, you’re always looking to cut operating costs while continuing
to meet consumer demand for fresh, functional product. Which is why you need
packaging that does both. Cryovac® Darfresh® On Tray is vacuum packaging for
meat, poultry, and seafood that more than doubles shelf life, reduces retail
shrink by more than 50%, and comes leak-proof and consumer-ready. It’s the
best packaging to protect and grow your business.
In your business, you’reSee
always
to cut
operating
costs
while
howlooking
extended
shelf
life can
help
yourcontinuing
business
to meet consumer demand for fresh, functional product. Which is why you need
at
SealedAir.com/Darfresh-On-Tray.
®
®
packaging that does both. Cryovac Darfresh On Tray is vacuum packaging for
meat, poultry, and seafood that more than doubles shelf life, reduces retail
shrink by more than 50%, and comes leak-proof and consumer-ready. It’s the
best packaging to protect and grow your business.
See how extended shelf life can help your business
at SealedAir.com/Darfresh-On-Tray.

®

Reg. U.S. Pat. & Tm. Off. © Sealed Air Corporation (US) 2016. All rights reserved.
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2018 AIP YEAR IN REVIEW
AIP CHANGING THE CONSTITUTION

The AIP has a new Constitution which was unanimously approved by members at the 2018 Annual General Meeting.
This is the first time in 30 years that changes in the Constitution have been approved. Why make the changes you ask? The
AIP Constitution is a cornerstone of our (any) organisation, but no one reads it and to make matters worse, it is not that
readable. It is unnecessarily complex and difficult to update and besides the Laws of NSW have changed, our Constitution
has not.
AIP engaged Mills Oakley to prepare a Constitution that addressed the issues.
New Modern AIP Constitution includes:
• Updated Association objective – To influence regional and global packaging communities.
• Allowed members to proxy vote.
• Added Certified Packaging Professional as a membership grade.

CERTIFIED PACKAGING PROFESSIONALS FOR 2018

Carol Kilcullen-Lawrence PhD, FAIP, CPP
Sustainability Specialist
UPM Raflatac

Kailash Bajpai MAIP, CPP
R & D Team Leader – Milk, Beverage & Cheese
Parmalat Australia

Saurabh Narula MAIP, CPP
Packaging Technologist
Asaleo Care in New Zealand

The AIP are pleased to see three new
Certified Packaging Professionals for 2018.
Dr Carol Kilcullen-Lawrence, Kailash Bajpai
and Saurabh Narula. Isn’t it time that you
joined recognised packaging experts
from around the world with the industry’s
leading professional designation? CPP
credential demonstrates that a packaging
practitioner possesses packaging
knowledge, experience and skills to the
degree that they deserve recognition as a
true packaging professional; a cut above
their peers.

CERTIFIED PACKAGING PROFESSIONAL IN TRAINING
Sigrid Tusek AAIP, Packaging Development Officer, Simplot Australia, made history this year
by being the first person in Australasia to attain the Certified Packaging Professional in Training
(CPIT) designation; offered exclusively through the Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP).
As the newest and youngest member of the Simplot packaging team the newly-launched
CPIT Designation was ideally suited to Sigrid’s level of packaging knowledge.

Sigrid Tusek AAIP
Packaging Development Officer
Simplot Australia
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The Certified Packaging Professional In Training (CPIT)® designation is a registered trademark
of the Institute of Packaging Professionals (IoPP) and is now internationally recognised by
both IoPP and AIP. If you are wanting to jumpstart your packaging career, are new to the
industry or looking to gain non-technical knowledge and understanding of packaging then
the Certified Packaging Professional in Training (CPI) designation is perfect.
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2018 AIP YEAR IN REVIEW
17 REGIONAL EVENTS ACROSS 2 COUNTRIES

The AIP regional calendar for 2018 has been incredibly busy with almost every event fully-booked or oversubscribed.
The AIP ran 17 regional events across Australia and New Zealand for close to 600 people; again a massive year for the
Institute on top of the record breaking AIP National Conference, PIDA Awards and WorldStar Awards program in early May
that saw over 600 people in total from over 35 countries across 8 events in four days.

AIP NATIONAL PARTNERS
THE AUSTRALIAN POUCH COMPANY

Filling and Packaging

Worldwide
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2018 AIP YEAR IN REVIEW
VALE KEN ALEXANDER FAIP
The AIP National Board is saddened to advise that one of original founding Members of the
Institute passed away this year. Ken Alexander was a Member of over fifty-one years and was
a significant contributor to the industry. He will be sorely missed. Kenneth George Alexander
FAIP was the fiftieth packaging professional granted membership of the Australian Institute
of Packaging and he remained a stalwart all through his working life and in retirement. Ken
operated Alexander Packaging Engineering and manufactured purpose-designed machinery
for the small to medium operator.
His factory was in the Melbourne suburb of Montmorency and we used to hold committee
meetings out there when Ken was President in 1984 and in following years when he remained
on the committee. I recall Ken showing us a form fill and seal machine that he and his team
designed and built under severe completion from an international manufacturer. He later
had a long term contract with his customer and extended the range. It was likely Ken’s wide
smile and genuine interest in people was what made him so successful.

AIP JOINS GLOBAL SAVE FOOD INITIATIVE
The Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP) is pleased to advise that the Institute has now
joined the SAVE FOOD Initiative as part of the AIP’s commitment to the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goal 12.3 and the National Food Waste Strategy in Australia. SAVE
FOOD is a joint initiative of the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations (FAO),
the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), Messe Düsseldorf, and interpack, the
leading global trade fair for packaging and processes. Their goal is to fight global food waste
and loss through a global alliance of all stakeholders.
According to Mr Bernd Jablonowski, Global Portfolio Director Processing and Packaging at Messe Düsseldorf “they are
very happy to welcome the Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP) as a new SAVE FOOD member.”
“The role of packaging in reducing food waste is crucial and the SAVE FOOD packaging awards have already proven
that our industry has innovative ideas to emphasise that role. Being part of the SAVE FOOD Initiative communicates the
industry’s potential to the relevant stakeholders and encourages new projects and ideas to reduce food loss and waste.”
Bernd Jablonowski said.

Qenos - transforming natural resources into life’s essentials
Qenos has a food contact
policy and a speciﬁc Food
Contact Compliance Commiמּee
(QFCCC), comprised of key
personnel and internal and
external experts.

Qenos' Food Contact Compliance
Commiמּee (QFCCC) is responsible
for overseeing all aspects of Food
Contact regulations, including the
availability of compliance certiﬁcates.

eXsource - Qenos' specialty distribution arm oﬀers a direct channel to a range of local and
international specialty polymers.

Recent resin development has
enabled boמּle weight reduction
of over 10% - reducing the amount
of resin required.

A very thin layer of polymer
ensures the milk or juice is
sealed in the sanitised pack
and kept fresh for over 1 year.

Easy peel and reclosable
packaging made possible
with specialty polymers.

Qenos is Australia's sole
manufacturer and leading supplier of
world class polyethylene and polymers.

Multi-layer ﬁlms comprising
specialty tie layers are enabling
the trend from rigid to
convenient ﬂexible packaging.

Qenos polymers reduce
moisture ingress, keeping
cereal fresher for longer.

Poly tanks have many beneﬁts
over traditional steel and
concrete tanks.
Qenos’ Alkatuﬀ® has a UV
performance level of UV20
which is more than twice
Au
the Australian
standard
requirement of UV8.

Exceptional Environmental
Stress Crack Resistant (ESCR)
PE grades enable storage of
Dangerous Goods such as bleach.

Specialty polymers
give ﬁlm toughness
and elasticity for
pallet wrapping.

Qenos high performance HDPE
resins enable the incorporation
of up to 30% recycled content
in mobile garbage bin
manufacturing, whilst still
providing more than 10 years
of service life.

Polyethylene is the safest material
for water and gas distribution pipes,
featuring a 4 times lower failure
rate compared to steel.
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Qenos oﬀers PE100 pipe materials
with high stress-crack resistance to
ensure water and gas is delivered
to the home safely.
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Alkamax® PE with its metallocene
polymer architecture delivers a
thinner ﬁlm, whilst maintaining
excellent puncture resistance and
clarity at a lower overall cost
for ice bags.

Qenos LDPE resin is ideal for
shrink wrapping, producing
economical packaging that is
secure and convenient for
consumers. Six packs can go
straight into the cooler.

2018 AIP YEAR IN REVIEW
2018 HARRY LOVELL AWARD WINNER
In 2014, Aleah Back, a qualified packaging technologist who
is currently employed as Quality Specialist - Fresh - In-Store
Bakery at Woolworths Limited, was awarded the APPMA Annual
Scholarship to undertake the Diploma in Packaging Technology.
In 2016 she graduated achieving her Diploma in record time
and excelled in her final exam results. Subsequently, the AIP
Education Committee decided to formally acknowledge her
outstanding achievements as a student of the Diploma in
Packaging Technology by awarding Aleah the Harry Lovell
Award.
Aleah Back was awarded the prestigious Harry Lovell Award
for academic excellence in 2018. The Harry Lovell Award
recognises outstanding achievement in the examinations
leading to the Diploma in Packaging Technology and has not
been awarded since 2013.

CASPAK IN-HOUSE TRAINING

		 The AIP ran an in-house corporate training
day on an ‘Introduction to Packaging Materials’
for Caspak at Braeside, Victoria this year. AIP
Education Director, Prof Pierre Pienaar ran the
training day. The AIP corporate training program
is available for individual companies who wish to
select specific components from the Certificate in
Packaging or Diploma in Packaging Technology
programs for the purpose of in-house training.

AIP RUN NEW TRAINING PROGRAM AT PROPAK ASIA 2018
The AIP hosted the World Packaging Organisation
(WPO) pavilion and ran their new training course
on ‘The role that packaging plays in minimising
food waste’ at ProPak Asia 2018. A huge thank
you to the UBM team for making the pavilion look
so fabulous! It was an extremely proud moment
for the AIP to be able to see two of our very own
PIDA Award winners - Sealed Air NZ and Woolcool
Australia be recognised on the poster display as
the Gold and Bronze winners for the 2018 Save
Food Packaging Special Awards.
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2018 AIP YEAR IN REVIEW
PROPAK ASIA 2018 – SAVE FOOD PACKAGING AWARD PAVILION & STAND

The AIP hosted the World Packaging Organisation (WPO) Pavilion at ProPak Asia 2018. The Pavilion included an area for
AIP and also the WPO.

AIP HOSTS SAVE FOOD PACKAGING PAVILION AT PROPAK ASIA 2018

NATIONAL FOOD WASTE STRATEGY
Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP) Executive Director
Nerida Kelton MAIP has been appointed to the government
steering committee devoted to tackling food waste. The
Coalition Government has formed the steering committee
to kick-start the recently announced National Food Waste
Strategy. The culmination of many months of consultation
with industry, academia, the not-for-profit sector, and all
tiers of government, the Strategy establishes a framework
to support actions that can help work towards halving
Australia’s food waste by 2030. All Australia’s environment
ministers extended their support for a strategy to help halve
Australia’s food waste by 2030. This support acknowledges
the importance of addressing food waste and the impact
it has on the environment, the economy and society.
Food waste is estimated to cost the Australian economy around $20 billion each year. Australian consumers throw away
around 3.1 million tonnes of edible food a year. Another 2.2 million tonnes is disposed by the commercial and industrial
sector. The complexities of dealing with food waste means that an integrated approach is needed. There are also substantial
opportunities to rethink how food waste can be prevented, or wasted food can be used for other purposes.
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2018 AIP YEAR IN REVIEW
APPMA SCHOLARSHIP WINNER GRADUATES WITH DIPLOMA IN PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY
APPMA Scholarship Winner Graduates with Diploma in Packaging Technology
Past APPMA Scholarship Winner Anna Roland Dip.Pkg.Tech. MAIP, Product
Technologist, Nestle Australia, graduated this year from Diploma in
Packaging Technology. The APPMA have been running the Scholarship
program, in conjunction with the AIP, for nine years enabling one lucky
packaging technologist, designer or engineer in Australia the opportunity
to complete a Diploma in Packaging Technology to the value of $9,000
every year.
The Internationally Accredited Diploma in Packaging Technology prepares
students to take responsibility for packaging operations at any level through
the supply chain. The qualification is comprehensive and provides an
opportunity to study the principles of packaging, packaging materials
and packaging processes.

MASTER OF FOOD & PACKAGING INNOVATION COURSE
As the course lecturers for both the Food Packaging Materials
and Processes Unit and Food Packaging Design Unit of
the Master of Food & Packaging Innovation Course at the
Melbourne University, the AIP and their expert lecturers, led
by AIP Education Director, Prof Pierre Pienaar FAIP, CPP, spent
two intensive weeks in July with the latest intake of students
in Melbourne. 34 students in all participated in the 2018
intake of the course with close to twenty industry experts
providing the course content. The AIP is responsible for the
course content delivery for both units and all of the course lecturers are hand-selected for their expertise by the Institute.
The students were from Australia, China, Thailand, Vietnam, Singapore Indonesia and India. Such wonderful diversity added
another inspiring aspect to the intensive lecturing and learning experience.

AIP TRAINS OVER 120 PEOPLE ACROSS 3 COUNTRIES

The AIP introduced two new half-day
training courses this year. Introduction
to Sustainable Packaging Design and The
Role of Packaging in Minimising Food
Waste. The Food Waste course has been
run this year in New South Wales, Victoria,
Auckland and Thailand and the Sustainable
Packaging course has been run three
times already in Victoria. In 2018 the AIP
has run 8 training courses across three
countries and trained 120 people and we
look forward to running these courses,
and many new ones in 2019.
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2018 AIP YEAR IN REVIEW
AIP IS COMMITTED TO NEW ZEALAND FOOD & BEVERAGE INDUSTRY
The Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP) proved once again that it is committed
to the New Zealand Food and Beverage industries by taking a lead role in running
quality training and education programs as a part of FoodTech Packtech, which
was held in Auckland last week. Over the three days the AIP provided much
needed education and discussions on key issues that are challenging the food and
beverage industries including Fighting Food Waste, Save Food & Sustainable Packaging Design, the issues within end-of-life
recycling facilities and a better understanding of lifecycle analysis. What was clear is that the conversation has only just
begun, and the industry has many unanswered questions. It is evident that there must be a truly collaborative approach
across Government, Industry and Academia to ensure that everyone is working towards the same goals and outcomes.

AIP ROLE OF PACKAGING IN MINIMISING FOOD WASTE TRAINING COURSE

The AIP had a full house for the new half-day training
course on the Role of Packaging in Minimising Food Waste
with attendees from Frucor, Fonterra, Danone, Confoil,
Multivac,Goodman Fielder, Stratex, NCI Packaging, FreshPork,
Snell Packaging and Totally Wrapt Packaging. The course
provided participants with an introduction to the seriousness
of food waste in Australia and New Zealand and how we can all
make a difference as team members of the product-packaging
design process to this issue. It also covered packaging
design criteria for Best-Practice Save Food Packaging Design
developments that should be considered. With hands-on
and practical case studies participants were able to learn
how designing packaging to save food actually saves food.
Attendees then had the opportunity to visit the AIP stand to see the latest round of Save Food Packaging and Sustainable
Packaging Design winners and their innovations.

AIP SEMINAR ON FIGHTING FOOD WASTE, SAVE FOOD AND SUSTAINABLE PACKAGING DESIGN

It was standing room only at the two-hour seminar with 10
speakers covering a broad range of topics including Fighting
Food Waste, the new Fight Food Waste Cooperative Research
Centre, Save Food and Sustainable Packaging Design, what
packaging does – not what packaging is, the Australasian
Recycling Label and the PREP Tool. Speakers included
Deborah Manning, Chief Executive Officer, KiwiHarvest,
Scott Porter, NZ Sales Manager, Sealed Air Corporation, Don
Railton, Operations Compliance Manager, Fresh Group, Apoorv
Mehrotra, Account Manager, Oji Fibre Solutions, Ben Rennell,
Founder, Feed My Furbaby.

AIP EXHIBITION STAND SHOWCASES PIDA AWARD WINNERS

The AIP had a joint stand with Packaging New Zealand that
showcased all the 2018 Packaging Innovation & Design Award
winners for both Australia and New Zealand and the WorldStar
Packaging Awards. The Save Food Packaging & Sustainable
Packaging Design winners were well-received with a number
of the 2018 winners being New Zealand companies who also
spoke at the seminar. The exhibition stand achieved heavy
foot-traffic during the three days.
The Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP) looks forward to
being a partner of FoodTech PackTech 2020.
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2018 AIP YEAR IN REVIEW
AIP TO PARTICIPATE IN FIGHT FOOD WASTE COOPERATIVE RESEARCH CENTRE
The AIP is pleased to advise that it is a participant in the Fight Food Waste Cooperative Research Centre
(CRC), which was approved in April 2018 to receive a $30 million grant from the Australian Government’s
CRC Program. The Fight Food Waste CRC involves 60 participants from around Australia and overseas, who
collectively raised $103 million in addition to the $30 million from the CRC Program. This initiative will be an
Australia-first bringing industry, government and research bodies collectively and collaboratively together
to tackle the food waste problem in this country.
The CRC’s mission is composed of three core aims:
1. Reduce food waste throughout the value chain
2. Transform unavoidable waste into innovative high-value products.
3. Engage with industry and consumers to deliver behavioural change.
The Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP) has already taken an active role in helping educate the packaging industry
on the true role of packaging in minimising food waste by contributing to the National Food Waste Strategy, having a
representative on the National Food Waste Steering Committee and as a contributor to the Fight Food Waste CRC. The
Institute has also recently launched a new training course ‘The Role of Packaging in Minimising Food Waste’ which has been
run in Sydney, Melbourne, Auckland and Thailand so far this year. The AIP is busy working on their first project under the
CRC program which will be designing key criteria and guidelines for packaging technologists and designers to use as the
standard for Save Food Packaging Design. The AIP hopes to commence the project in early 2019.

FIGHT FOOD WASTE COOPERATIVE RESEARCH CENTRE AND THE AIP

The Australia Institute of Packaging (AIP) have run two workshops now to scope their industry-based Fight Food Waste
Cooperative Research Centre (CRC) project for ‘the role of packaging in minimising food waste’; fantastic and informative
workshops bringing together all sides of the packaging industry. The AIP looks forward to developing innovative and
collaborative projects for not only the packaging industry but also for consumers.

101ST WPO BOARD MEETING IN CHINA

ANZ WPO Board Member, Nerida Kelton attended the 101st World Packaging Organisation (WPO) Board
Meetings which were hosted by China National Export Commodities Packaging Research Institute (CEPI) in
Jinan, the capital city of Shandong, China. Shandong, with a history of more than 5,000 years, is considered
one of the birthplaces of Chinese civilisation including Confucius and is often called the ‘Spring City’ for its
famous 72 artesian springs.
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2018 AIP YEAR IN REVIEW
AIP JOINS FRIENDS WITH CHAMPIONS 12.3
The Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP) is pleased to advise that the Institute has now
joined the Friends of Champions 12.3 global movement as part of the AIP’s commitment
to the SAVE FOOD Initiative by FAO, the National Food Waste Strategy, and the United
Nations Sustainable Development Goal 12.3. While Champions 12.3 is the group of CEOs
leading progress to achieve the UN’s SDG Target 12.3, there are many organisations that
are part of the movement to halve food loss and waste. The Friends of Champions 12.3 network features companies and
organisations that are contributing to the worldwide momentum on this issue like the Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP).
According to Liz Goodwin, Senior Fellow and Director, Food Loss and Waste at World Resources Institute ‘“I am very pleased
to welcome the Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP) to the Friends of Champions 12.3 network. Their involvement, along
with dozens of other companies and organisations around the globe, is contributing to a worldwide movement to halve
food loss and waste by 2030. Everyone has a role to play, and now is the moment to step up our collective action.”

AIP MEMBERS PACK 38,256 MEALS FOR FOODBANK
The Australian Institute of Packaging
(AIP) is pleased to advise that they have
continued their long-standing partnership
with Foodbank by introducing a new
volunteering day in Victoria; with the first
day held in October.
The new AIP Warehouse Volunteering
Program allows our members to work
directly with Foodbank Victoria to help
the Yarraville Warehouse pick and pack
on-line orders and mixed grocery boxes.
The AIP Warehouse Volunteering Program
provided vital work supporting struggling
Victorians and the contribution of the AIP Members is extremely valuable. Not only have their efforts supported Foodbank
Victoria, they have supported numerous charities across the state by packing their food orders, packing around 1600
boxes of cans and also packing a range of mixed vegetables for Foodbank Victoria. Together the AIP
team packed a mammoth 21459 kgs , equivalent to approximately 38256 meals for our community.
38626 meals are the equivalent of feeding a family of 4, 3 meals a day for about 9 years. The AIP will
continue this program in 2019 and will be announcing new dates shortly. All of industry is invited
to join the AIP in this program.
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2018 AIP YEAR IN REVIEW
AIP PACKS 1300 HAMPERS FOR ANNUAL FOODBANK HAMPER PACKING DAY

T

he Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP) held their annual Foodbank Hamper Packing Day recently where
we packed 300x Ladies Hampers & 1000x Family Hampers for those in need at Christmas. All of the items
are either donated or attained through fundraising by our industry. Everything from the fabulous Christmas
Boxes custom made by Orora, to the lining for the boxes from Woolcool, the snacks on the day from Primo to the
handmade cards with personalised messages, HP donating a raffle prize to someone, hand-knitting 300 gloves and All
Purpose Transport always helping with the logistics year on year; everyone helped make the hampers possible. We would
also like to thank our long-terms partners in Kimberly Clark, Colgate, Ego Pharmaceuticals and OfficeMax who are always
there to assist us by donating goods for both hampers. We would also like to welcome Unilever who generously donated
much-needed personal hygiene products that are so important to our ladies hampers and to SMC Australia|New Zealand,
Fromm Packaging, Fibre King, AGITO and APPMA who all kindly donated towards the purchase of items for the family packs.
Over 200 people volunteered today; from as far as South Australia and as young as two to be a part of the AIP's favourite
day of the year. The AIP is so proud that we have played a major role in helping pack hampers to the value of $170,000
today. Over the last eight years the team has packed close to 8000 hampers to the value of $900,000 for Foodbank to be
able to give to people at Christmas time. To all of the people and companies who donated goods, funds or volunteered
their time to pack hampers, we THANK YOU!!! We look forward to doing it all again in 2019 and with your help adding a
third hamper for children. As this is a national program we would love to hear how you can help us to grow this program
in 2019; this can be through a staff collection program, donations of goods, fundraising and volunteering.

CLICK HERE TO
SEE A VIDEO
FROM THE DAY

2019 FOODBANK CHRISTMAS
HAMPER PACKING DAY
COORDINATED BY

PROUDLY SPONSORED BY
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2018 AIP YEAR IN REVIEW
AIP PACKS 1300 HAMPERS FOR ANNUAL FOODBANK HAMPER PACKING DAY

“As my first year as an active
committee member I now realise
the massive amount work needed
behind the scenes to pull this off
and make it the great success it
is. I am really looking forward to
contributing for many years to come.
1300 family hampers & 300 ladies
packs; yet another record set by the
committee.”
Burt Beaumont, FAIP
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AIP PACKS 1300 HAMPERS FOR ANNUAL FOODBANK HAMPER PACKING DAY

“The annual AIP Foodbank Hamper Packing
Day is a great idea to join like-minded people,
across different industries and different walks
of life in the true spirit of Christmas. Thank you
to the entire team behind the Foodbank Hamper
Packing Day; what a great way to celebrate and
share."
George Ganzenmuller FAIP
Innovation Manager, Orora Fibre Packaging
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Education is key
to keeping plastic
out of the ocean.

Free plastic carrier bags will disappear from Australia’s two largest supermarkets in 2018. There are
many arguments for and against this change, as it is important to look at the all environmental impacts of
their alternatives. Dr Carol Kilcullen-Lawrence writes.

F

ree plastic carrier bags are
often referred to as single use;
however, this doesn’t take
into account their downstream use as
bin liners for example. Studies show
that, in South Australia when this
change occurred, sales of bags for
refuse massively increased. In many
cases, these bin liners are heavier than
carrier bags, so more plastic reaches
landfill. Additionally, if light-weight
supermarket bags are replaced with
thicker bags that customers pay a small
fee for, while these are designed to be
reusable for a while, if they eventually
end up as bin liners the negative
environmental impact is even greater.
In Europe they have taken some
steps to avoid this use of the sturdier
bags for refuse, by describing them
as a ‘Bag for Life’ so when they
are no longer suitable for carrying
Many would be surprised at the findings when the sustainability of
groceries, they can be returned to
different carrier bags is assessed throughout their full lifecycle.
the supermarket for recycling and
replaced with a new one free of
come into play when assessing which
charge. It’s important to point out
production, the most favourable carrier elaborate ribbon and cord handles so
carrier bags are truly best for the
however that the colourful branding
bags are light-weight plastic and
that when customers recycle them,
environment. An Australia-wide
with supermarket logos etc. provides
reusable fabric bags.
they are unlikely to deconstruct them
approach is more likely to achieve the
another negative environmental
Looking more closely at reusable
into separate components that are
20
2018
May-June 2018
www.packagingnews.com.au
best outcome, rather than individual
impact compared to plain light- PIDA AWARDS
fabric bags,
focus clearly needs to shift compatible with recycling together.
states and supermarket chains making
weight bags.
to how many times they are actually
Many DIY stores are giving
random decisions. Light-weight plastic
Many would be surprised at
reused. To ensure their impact remains customers access to cardboard
carrier bags are not necessarily the
the findings when sustainability of
the most favourable they must be
packaging that their goods have been
worst environmental option, so perhaps
different carrier bags is assessed
reused at least 100 times, with some
delivered to the store in. This was
the focus needs to move to offering
throughout their full lifecycle. A
analysis claiming this can be as high
popular for groceries in many parts of
customers effective ways to recycle
common reaction is to assume paper
as 175 times. This varies depending
the world years ago. While this could
them. Essentially, their composition is
bags have the lowest environmental
on their actual composition, be it PP,
be acceptable to many customers,
impact. In fact, although studies
PET, cotton or hemp and the like.
space is premium in supermarkets and almost identical to many soft plastics
vary, all agree that paper bags have
Many are not sturdy enough to last
this may not fit with the in-store image used to package all types of products
used in the home, and courier bags
higher or equal environmental impact
the distance, in terms of stitching etc.
large chains want to portray.
Once light-weight carrier bags
from online shopping. We shouldn’t
(depending upon which specific
Some customers also raise concerns
are gone, will the focus shift to the
accept that these are destined for
impact is being measured) as lightabout hygiene and no studies have
smaller light-weight grocery bags
landfill. Light-weight plastic carrier
weight plastic bags and fabric reusable taken into account the impacts of
used for customers to select their own
bags can be diverted into schemes that
bags. Paper is only more favourable
regularly washing bags.
loose produce? Increasingly, there are
are emerging for such household waste.
if measuring eutrophication, as
While not as numerous as
options emerging to1buy fabric
manufacturing and recycling paper
supermarket bags, it would be good
2 reusable
versions of these and in reality they
carrier bags has a lower impact on
to see investigations into other
Dr Carol Kilcullen-Lawrence
could themselves be reused several
our waterways in terms of release of
types of free shopping bags at retail
FAIP PhD is National
times
theyDingley.
are not subject
to the
nutrients. In considering other
types
outlets.
formats of these Craig
are wide
ABOVE
1-4: 1. Dr
CarolThe
Kilcullen-Lawrence,
Wellman,
andasMark
2. Young
Packaging Professional
Year Regan Foster
President ofofthethe
Australian
(second from right)
flanked by
Carolquality,
Kilcullen-Lawrence
(right)
and
Buckridge
stresses
putLeonie
on carrier
bags. (left) and Mark Dingley. 3. Primo Smallgoods’ Nathan Leong
of environmental impact, resource
and variable
– high
heavyInstitute
of Packaging
(AIP).
to help- him
further
education.
Jaco Scheepers
(right)
of Synlait
Milk will
enrol in the Diploma
There are
so many4.factors
that
use, energy and greenhousewas
gasgiven the APPMA
weight,Scholarship
paper and plastic
many
with his packaging
educate@aipack.com.au
in Packaging Technology to the value of $9000. He’s pictured here with Harry Burkhardt of the NZ Packaging
Council.
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consumers currently feel about packaged products that are hard to open.
There is no need for those with sensory, motion and cognitive limitations to use dangerous tools or aids to
open or use the product.
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the user’s site. The folded flat box
can then be easily stored in customer’s homes or offices until they are
collected for the next reuse cycle.
A High Commendation was
awarded to BioCane Range for the
foodservice industry by BioPak,
which specialises in designing packSUSTAINABILITY HERO
aging using a unique substrate made
ICEE Containers’ biofoam PLA insufrom refined sugarcane pulp. The
lated boxes proved worthy of the Suspulp packaging and any remaining
tainable Packaging Design Award.
food residues can be composted after
Designed to recognise companies
use, effectively diverting waste from
that have developed innovative
landfill and aligning with the prinpackaging or processing solutions
ciples of a circular economy. The
that incorporate sustainability conmoulded bagasse (sugarcane pulp)
siderations, the award of the Suspackaging is sturdy and provides a
tainable Materials & Packaging winmoisture and grease resistant surner is the custom EcodEX packaging
face that allows the packaging to reenvironmental assessment valued at
tain liquids and food for a longer pe$10,000.
www.packagingnews.com.au September-October 2018
riod of time.
Empauer will implement its acThe Machinery & Equipment winclaimed EcodEX assessment and
BELOW LEFT:
ner is CogniPRO Link for the meat
provide ICEE with a reputable thirdICEE Containers’
processing industry by Sealed Air
party environmental evaluation of
biofoam PLA
Australia. Sealed Air Australia’s Cogthe product package or formulation.
insulated box.
niPro Link is a remote monitoring
ICEE Containers’ innovative and
and digital analysis platform depatented process moulds a strong
BELOW: BioPak
specialises in
signed to improve throughput effiand durable hinge in insulated foams
designing
ciency in Sealed Air vacuum chamusing existing moulding equipment.
packaging using a
ber packaging equipment used by
The ICEE biofoam, folded flat box,
unique substrate
many large Australian and New Zeamakes it economical and convenient
made from refined
sugarcane pulp.
Anthonyto transport to, and warehouse at, land beef processors.

PREPped for the future
PREP Design co-founder
Peyton reflects on the dialogue
around packaging waste, and
the future of sustainable
packaging in Australia.

I

F you consider all the discussions about

the circular economy, sustainable packaging, ocean plastics, the recycling
crisis, the War on Waste, then it’s been
quite a year. Internationally, nations
are responding to consumer concerns
about the impact of packaging on the
environment, and Australia is leading
the way.
In April this year, Australia’s federal
and state environment ministers pledged
to have all packaging sold in Australia recyclable, reusable or compostable by
2025, with the Australian Packaging Covenant Organisation (APCO) given the role
of leading this journey. While recycled
content, waste prevention, extended
product life and repair are also key
planks of a circular economy, this is a
mighty good start.
Key to the ministers’ pledge was
APCO’s partnership with Planet Ark and
PREP Design in January to make the
Australasian Recycling Label (ARL) and
PREP available to APCO’s 1000-plus member organisations.
While other nations, including the
UK, US, South Africa and France have
launched comprehensive on-pack recycling label programs, only Australia and
New Zealand had PREP to underpin the
claims. That was until April, when
PREP Design formed a partnership with
On-Pack Recycling Label to adapt the
PREP to reflect the UK’s recycling ecosystem. This was achieved by working
closely with resource recovery specialist Axion Group.
The launch of PREP UK will be timely, as
over 80 companies have already signed the
UK Plastics Pact led by WRAP, the first of a
global network of such pacts enabled by
the Ellen Macarthur Foundation’s New
Plastics Economy initiative. Under the
Pact, companies have committed that by
2025, all plastic packaging will be reusable, recyclable or compostable.
So what is PREP and what is its value?
Well, PREP simulates the fate of packaging
when disposed either at kerbside or via

Anthony Peyton: Spreading the good news about PREP and the ARL.

REDcycle’s store drop-off program (in Australia), allowing packaging designers to be
fully aware of their acceptability in these
collection systems prior to market release.
PREP’s key value is that packaging
designers receive immediate feedback why
packaging is not recyclable so design
changes can be considered. These immediate reports also speed up the new product
development process by directing the artwork for the on-pack recycling symbols –
recyclability reports can be generated in
less than five minutes.
PREP is also distinctive in that it considers both the kerbside access levels and

the technical recyclability to determine a
recyclability classification for all consumer packaging materials. Moreover,
the architecture allows each nation to
modify the settings to allow for local
variations in the capacity of the recycling system. This is why the UK has
adopted the tool and why many other
nations are expressing keen interest.
The PREP assessment is based on tests
conducted using a series of algorithms that
are applied once the user enters packaging
specifications (dimensions, weight, materials, additives, labels and so on) into the
user-friendly, web portal interface.

While other nations, including the UK, US,
South Africa and France have launched
comprehensive on-pack recycling label
programs, only Australia and New Zealand
had PREP to underpin the claims.”

TOP PACKAGING PROFESSIONAL

Sea change
AIP member Tony Seers explains why biodegradable
plastics are not the solution to marine litter.

B

IODEGRADABLE plastics are designed to

dard AS4736 defines biodegradable as bioplastics that are suitable for industrial
biodegrade in soil – not in water. And
composting, but makes no claims about
especially not in our oceans.
other environments, including the marine
The most effective way of addressenvironment.
ing plastic litter – and in fact any litBiodegradation occurs when micro-orter that ends up in the ocean – is to
ganisms consume the material as feed and
stop it at source, preventing it from
in the process generate CO₂, water, and
getting there in the first place.
leave some harmless residual biomass. The
This can be achieved by education. By
rate and extent of biodegradation is depenseeking to address consumer behaviour.
dent on a number of variables, mostly the
Engineering remedies such as filtration
immediate micro-organic population. A
and screening, and the formulation of
compostable bioplastic will completely bioproducts, are important issues – but not
degrade within a composting cycle, which
matters we are qualified to address.
is about three months. Composting condiHowever, we do know that plastics
tions include a very healthy population of
marked ‘biodegradable’ do not degrade rapmicro-organisms, plenty of oxygen and waidly in the ocean. National and internater,
elevated temperatures. When the
tional standards have been developed
to
PIDA AWARDS
2018and21
conditions are less than ideal, the process
define terms such as ‘compostable’ and
is much slower or may not occur.
‘biodegradable’, which refer exclusively to
Conditions in the world’s oceans and seas
terrestrial systems, most typically to invary in oxygen level, temperature, micro-ordustrial composting. The Australian Stan-

info@aipack.com.au

L-R: AIP education director and WPO
president Pierre Pienaar with AIP executive
director Nerida Kelton.
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KEEPING FRESHNESS IN

O

N 30 June 2016, the Australian
Government committed to developing a National Food Waste
Strategy (NFWS) to halve Australia’s food waste by 2030.
36 FOOD &The
BEVERAGE
PACKAGING
initial engagement
on
the strategy’s development
commenced on 12 April 2017 at a Roundtable on Food Waste convened by the Minister for the Environment and Energy, the
Hon Josh Frydenberg MP. Representation
at the roundtable included government, industry, academia and the community.

lian’s billions of dollars; reduce waste management costs for local government; feed
more people in need; and reduce the environmental impact of food production and
waste management substantially. The Auswww.packagingnews.com.au
tralian Institute of Packaging
(AIP), along
with many other industries, is involved in
helping to achieve these outcomes.
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Food waste
battle heats up
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challenge of reducing
in March next year and will provide the
food waste requires an end-to-end
road map for Australia to meet the goal
supply chain approach, the first step
of halving food waste by 2030.
towards change is ensuring a longThe steering committee has also
term policy commitment by federal
been working closely with FIAL to
and state governments.
identify the pathway to success for an
The good news is this step has been
industry-led and championed voluntaken, with the development of the Natary commitment program. This protional Food Waste Strategy by Federal
gram is a call to action for businesses
Government in November 2017. This
– Data
by hiurs ftouy that want to deliver a meaningful and
strategy provides a framework
to supcollaborative reduction in food waste
port collective action towards halving
through partnerships, collaboration,
Australia’s food waste by 2030.
shared expertise and innovation.
Over the next two years Food Innovation Australia Limited (FIAL) will
COLLABORATION AND COOPERATION
receive funding from Federal
The Fight Food Waste Cooperative
Government to develop the National
Research Centre (CRC) was approved
Food Waste Strategy Implementation
in April 2018 to receive a $30 million
Plan, including a Voluntary Commitgrant from Federal Government’s
ment Program and an evaluation
CRC Program. The Fight Food Waste
framework to monitor progress. FIAL
CRC involves 60 participants from
is an industry-led, not-for-profit
around Australia and overseas, who
organisation that collaboratively fucollectively raised $103 million in
els growth throughout the Australian
addition to the $30 million from the
food and agribusiness industry.
CRC Program. This initiative marks
Government recently appointed a
an Australia-first, bringing industry,
National Food Waste Steering
government and research bodies
Committee, which will support the
together to tackle, collectively and
implementation
the National
Food
May-Juneof2018
www.packagingnews.com.au
collaboratively, the food waste
Waste Strategy. FIAL has been
problem in this country.
working with the National Food

New-age novelties roll out
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COLES COMMITS TO PLANTIC TRAYS

recycled and renewable material for its Coles
Brand fresh meat and poultry products. Coles
willnew
buy personalised
an expected 121 million recyclable
PEPSICO’S
trays in
2018 from
Australian manufacturer
beverage
system
comTechnologies.
bines Plantic
dry and
liquid inThe barrier
trays are made from recycled PET,
gredients
in portable
with a thin layer
of Plantic’s renewable barrier
pods. With Drinkfinity,
consumwhich
helpstokeeps the meat fresh.
ers can ‘peel, material,
pop, and
shake’
During
recycling
mix the ingredients
withthe
water
in a process, the thin
Plantic
plant
starch
layer washes away,
reusable, BPA-free vessel and create
allowing the PET tray to be recycled.
drink blends in a variety of flavours.
Plantic’s materials carry the Australian
Drinkfinity, a PepsiCo venture, was
piloted in Brazil in 2014, and has
now been launched in the US. Each
portable Drinkfinity Pod falls within one of four ‘modes,’ including
charge, flow, renew, and chill. Within each ‘mode’ there are multiple
flavour profiles, such as Açaí, Pomegranate Ginger, Elderflower and Coconut Water Watermelon.

2

1
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FOOD-SAVING WINNERS

Championing
the cause: AIP
executive
director Nerida
Kelton (centre)
at the Save
Food
Packaging
display at
Interpack with
George
Ganzenmuller,
Orora (left)
and Craig
Wellman of
Wellman
Packaging.

A SYSTEM which turns an almost-empty cup into a selfstirring energy drink with the
addition of water has drawn
interest of late. Smart Cups’ technology is a 3D-polycapsule printing delivery system which can be used
across a range of industries. The
manufacturer has launched a range
of four energy drinks: Tropical Recess, Nerdy Lemon-T, Pucker Up
Brain Boost and Magna Cum Latte.
The flavour materials are printed on
the biodegradable cup, and the consumer adds water to activate it and
2018
produce the sugar-free energy
drink. The cup is made from ecofriendly, 100 per cent biodegradable
plant-based plastics, and the stackable design allows for storage efficiency and cost reduction for shipping and delivery.

3

THIS Heinz packaging innovation was described by Pat Reynolds as high on convenience and
low on sustainability. All the
consumer needs to do is add a fresh
egg, stir it up, and microwave for a hot
and convenient breakfast – all in under two minutes. “But my, that’s a lot of
packaging,” he said. Just Crack an Egg
comes in four varieties.

4

THIS innovation from Sonoco
Flexible Packaging’s PrimaPak
for Italian-Dutch company Perfetti van Melle is a flexible,
stackable,
re-closable package
FOODand
BEVERAGE
PACKAGING
FOOD
&&BEVERAGE
PACKAGING
produced from a single roll of film
on vertical FFS machinery. “It has
tremendous potential as a replacement for very large PET containers
with threaded closures for pretzels
and snacks,” Reynolds said.
PrimaPak technology was acquired

2
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The CRC’s mission comprises three main aims: to
reduce food waste throughout the value chain; to
transform unavoidable waste into innovative highvalue products; and to engage with industry and
consumers to deliver behavioural change.
The Fight Food Waste CRC directly supports Federal Government’s National Food Waste Strategy,
working on identifying priority projects for the next
three years.
The Reduce Program within the CRC will focus on
providing knowledge, tools and solutions to understand the weaknesses and opportunities that exist
across the food supply chain. This will be delivered
through four key activities:
1. Map resource flows, waste and root cause analysis.
2. Review functions and consumer perceptions of
packaging and processing.
3. Investigate product specific supply chains and
identify opportunities.
4. Investigate methods to increase food donation and
measure its social impact.

PACKAGING INDUSTRY’S ROLE
The Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP) has
already taken an active role in helping educate the
packaging industry on the true role of packaging in
minimising food waste by contributing to the National Food Waste Strategy, having a representative on the
National Food Waste Steering Committee and as a
core contributor to the Fight Food Waste CRC.
The AIP has also recently launched a new training
course ‘The Role of Packaging in Minimising Food
Waste’ which has run in Sydney, Melbourne, Auckland and Thailand so far this year.
In addition, the AIP is the first packaging institute
in the world to develop the global Save Food
Packaging Design awards.
The AIP have also been working on key criteria
and guidelines for packaging technologists and
designers to use as the standard for Save Food
Packaging Design.

Des gns of
the future

AIP NEWSLETTER DECEMBER 2018

The long-term objectives of the AIP are to:
1. Encourage all packaging technologists and designers
to use Save Food Packaging key criteria and
guidelines. The key criteria include, but are not
limited to: resealability; openability; improvement
of barrier packaging and extension of shelf-life;
portion control; better understanding of Best Before
versus Use By dates; improved design to reduce
warehouse and transport damages and losses; better
use of active and intelligent packaging; and use of
Life Cycle Assessments.
2. Ensure all packaging technologists and designers
are using Lifecyle Analysis Tools within their Save
Food Packaging framework. Today there is a strong
focus on the environmental aspects of food packaging, to ensure that at the end of its life (after use of
the product contained) that it can be reused, repurposed, recycled or composted.
3. Encourage manufacturers to design innovative
Save Food Packaging and communicate such initiatives to customers and consumers.
4. Recognise a wider range of Save Food Packaging
innovations through the Packaging Innovation &
Design (PIDA) Awards and the international
WorldStar Packaging Awards program.
5. Showcase best-practice award-winning Save Food
Packaging innovations across ANZ.
6. Contribute to consumer education and engagement
projects to change the narrative around packaging’s roles in minimising food waste. ■

SEALED Air Corporation has a new agreement
with Japanese company Kuraray, owner of
Australian company Plantic, to supply packaging
materials derived from Plantic bio-based resins.
Sealed Air president Karl Deily said the
company was expanding its portfolio of sustainable solutions with bio-based materials.
“This solution enables us to offer a renewable
packaging option and continue helping the
industry address food waste by extending the
shelf-life and freshness of food,” he said.
Sealed Air will offer Plantic materials to package
perishable foods such as poultry, beef and
seafood in the US, Canada

Pienaar believes there’s a need for
a globally collaborative approach to
reducing food waste through the
packaging industry.
“Countries like Brazil and South
Africa, for example, have the
infrastructure, the money, the skills
and certainly the need to feed the
masses and yet millions go hungry.
“Packaging alone cannot fix this
problem. However, before we
consider any packaging design,
material, innovation, technology, or
responsible, sustainable, reusable,
environmentally friendly packaging,
we must better understand and
appreciate where the packaging
industry really fits in the supply chain
and how packaging can actually help
to provide more food for more
people,” Pienaar said.

7
Film Web

Want to add zip
to the package
on your FFS or
be the top-growingFlow
category in Wrapper?
2018.
“No wonder Campbell Soup invest-
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SOON after Evian partnered
with German packaging machinery company KHS to
multi-pack PET bottles using a
few small dots of adhesive and a
standard tape handle, Carlsberg followed suit. Developed by KHS, the
Nature Multipack system has been
brought to market by NMP Systems,
a KHS subsidiary.

7

CALIFORNIA-BASED meal kit supplier Chef’d launched with an ecommerce innovation which
translated into retail sales. In
the US, meal kits are fast migrating
to the supermarket shelf, Reynolds
said, with some predicting it could

ed $10 million in Chef’d in May
Zip-Pak
doing this with
2017,” he said. “When
this clearis
plastic replaced paperboard,
shelf life retrofits.
cost-effective
doubled to 16 days. No back-flushed
gas, though. The kits have controlled
permeability to optimise respiration
rates in each food compartment.”

CHICAGO’S Wise Apple has come
out with a range of ‘next-gen
lunchables’ in the form of thermoformed barrier ‘pods’ with
barrier lidding material and MAP.
They’re snapped into corrugated
trays with cut-outs and offer a twoweek shelf life. “This is about taking
the meal kit concept to time-starved
parents too busy to fix their kid’s
school lunch,” Reynolds said. ■

by Sonoco when it purchased Clear
Lam Packaging in July of last year.

5

SEED Phytonutrients, a new
L’Oreal brand, tapped into the
powers of Version 2.0 with its
‘Ecologic 2.0’. Version 1.0 of
this pack did not work out due to
glue and operational inefficiencies.
The new packaging has interlocking
tabs with a seed packet in each product. “This is one of those Version 2.0
stories that I think is fascinating,”
Reynolds said. “Glue caused fibre to
fail prematurely and they could never automate container assembly. So
they halted entirely – until this new
solution was found.”

www.camagroup.com - camaaustralia@camagroup.com
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Packed With
Possibilities
Develop clearer, tougher packaging
– faster with our high-performance
polyolefins.
See what is possible with us for
flexible and rigid packaging at
www.lyb.com/packaging.

A global gathering

Accessibility survey
survey reveals gaps
Accessibility
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call AUS: 03 8795 8299
or NZ: 09 838 5747
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The Implementation Plan is due in
March next year and will provide the
road map for Australia to meet the
goal of halving food waste by 2030.”

ARE YOU A MEMBER OF THE PEAK PROFESSIONAL
1.6BODY
times FOR
more resources than available, extending the shelf
PACKAGING EDUCATION & TRAINING IN AUSTRALASIA?
life of food is pivotal for a sustainable and less wasteful planet.
Another PIDA Award winner Woolcool Australia (see main
JOIN THE AIP TODAY TO BE A PART OF A GLOBAL
PACKAGING COMMUNITY image, page 40) was also shortlisted in the same category

countries, the majority of
loss occurs in the early
stages of the food supply
chain (production, handling
and storage) due to insufficient storage facilities, lack
of refrigeration, insufficient
packaging, and challenging
logistics, while for developed
countries most food waste is in
consumption,” Pienaar says.
“The WPO will continue supporting the Save Food Project, an
initiative of Messe Düsseldorf
(Interpack organiser) and the UN’s
Food & Agriculture Organisation.
Through WPO, these organisations
aim to educate packaging professionals and society about the
invaluable aspects of packaging: the
fact that good and cost-effective
packaging contributes to creating a
more sustainable society,” he adds.
Over the past four years, the
WPO’s Education Program has
helped to bring packaging technology education to more than 1400
people in 32 countries through 41
PACKAGING 31
trainingFMCG
programs.

Rotary Turret

PlanetArk and PREP Design (see page 22).
Coles also recently pledged to halve food
waste across its supermarkets by 2020, make
all packaging of Coles Brand products recyclable by 2020, and reduce plastic wrapping on
fruit and vegetables.
Coles also has plans to divert 90 per cent
of all supermarket waste, including food,
cardboard and plastic, from landfill by 2022.
The retailer will donate the equivalent of
100 million meals to people in need by 2020
by redistributing surplus food.

4

39

and profitable
point of
difference.

How do consumers
make decisions? Not
by beins et eaco.

SUPERMARKET
Coles haswere
introduced
Labelreleases
launched by the Australian
New-age pods, easy-use snack cups, and flexibles
posingretailer
as cartons
among Recycling
the global
packaging
made entirelyat
from
of
Packaging
Organisation (APCO),
highlighted by Packaging World editor emeritus
Pat Reynolds
thea combination
AIP Conference
earlierCovenant
this month.

See what is possible with us for
flexible and rigid packaging at
www.lyb.com/packaging.

1. Fresh Technologies Ltd and Sealed Air Cryovac
Freshness Plus (Sealed Air, New Zealand)
2. Woolcool (Woolpack Australia, Australia)
3. Compostable Tray That Reduces Food Waste
(Oneworld Packaging, S.l., Spain)
4. Vegetable Oil Wrapper with High Barrier Polylaminate Film
(Shongai Technologies Limited, Nigeria)
The Packaging Innovation & Design (PIDA) Awards run by the
Australian Institute of Packaging, in conjunction with Packaging
New Zealand, are the exclusive feeder program for both
Australia and New Zealand each year into the WorldStar
Packaging Awards. The winners and high commendations
for the 2018 PIDA Awards are now
eligible to enter the 2019
WorldStar Awards.
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THE VITAL PART PACKAGING PLAYS

While the primary function of packaging is
to protect its contents, the function of packaging to reduce food waste is rarely discussed.
The connection between packaging design
and food waste needs to be discussed more
WHY THE INITIATIVE?
openly. So how can packaging companies,
Around one-third of all food produced in
food manufacturers, retailers and consumthe world intended for human consumption
ers play their part along with government,
is lost or wasted every year. This has signifiWith the goal of halving food waste in trade
Australia
2030,
bodiesbyand
local authorities towards
cant economic, social, and environmental
the
National
Food
Waste
Strategy
and
Fight
Food
Waste
achieving
these
shared food waste targets?
impacts, specifically economic losses of
CRC have
their
cut out.
asked AIP
Hereexecutive
are some ways packaging can be
AU$1240
billion
per work
year- more
thanPKN
twice
Keltonbiggest
to provide
an update
progress.
used toon
reduce
food waste:
thedirector
turnover Nerida
of the world’s
retailer
Walmart; more than a billion tons of food
Offering your consumers an effective renever gets consumed each year, while one in
sealable pack to protect the product from
nine people remains undernourished; and
spoilage after multi-use occasions (a necfood loss and waste is responsible for an esessary feature for flexible packaging).
timated 8 percent of annual greenhouse gas
Portion-control packaging – underemissions; if it were a country, food loss and
standing your consumer’s requirewaste would be the third-largest emitter afments and providing smaller, sealed
ter China and the United States.
portion packs. For example, 500g meat
NWFS is designed to make businesses
packs can now be provided in dual
more efficient and profitable; save Austra250g sealed packs.

30 FMCG PACKAGING

Develop clearer, tougher packaging
– faster with our high-performance
polyolefins.

and was awarded the bronze special award. Summer temperatures, long supply chains and deliveries that sit on a doorstep
for 12hrs+ present challenges for the fresh food/meal delivery
sectors as contents must arrive fresh, with maximum nutrition
but also be safe to consume. Woolcool keeps food packed at
1oC chilled below 5oC for at least 24 hours. Woolcool works
by wool fibres absorbing moisture from the air and minimising
humidity or condensation to create stable temperatures.
When the wool is enclosed in a micro-perforated, recyclable,
food grade liner the wool can ‘breathe’ and a natural cooling
system results. As there is no odour, Woolcool will not taint
contents, acoording to Woolcool Australia.
As there were only four finalists globally for this special
award category this is a significant achievement for the
Australia and New Zealand packaging industries and for the
Australian Institute of Packaging (AIP) who have led the Save
Food Packaging Award program for industry.

Improved barrier packaging and proWHAT NEXT?
cessing that extends the shelf life of
If you realise that you’ve already well
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
your product, such as modified atmodown the path of using your packaging to
Keith Chessell (FAIP) has 46
sphere packing and improved barrier
reduce food waste, then you deserve some
years’ experience in the food,
or gas scavenging packaging.
recognition for your contribution towards
beverage and confectionery
halving Australian Food Waste by 2030. So
industries, working with CotLook into code dating. There's signifilet me encourage you to enter the annual
tee’s, Schweppes, Pepsi, Cadcant confusion among retailers and conPackaging & Processing Innovation & Debury, and Kraft/Mondelez.
sumers over ‘Best Before’ and ‘Use By'
sign Awards, which are for Australia and
He’s largely focused on innovation, new
code dating, which results in unnecesNew Zealand. The PIDA awards recognise
product development, and relaunching exsary waste.
companies who are developing innovative
isting products and packaging. He has conEducating your customers on usage, storage
and sustainable packaging that minimises
sulted widely on sustainable packaging deand handling, food safety, and freshness.
food loss and food waste, extends shelf life,
sign, assisted the AIP and WPO on Save
Using pack design to improve/ reduce
and improves the supply of food.
Food initiatives, offered training support for
warehouse and transport damage. In
A key component of these awards is to
educational institutions; and has been inpackaging design, ensure simulation
raise the profile of the critical role of packvolved in judging packaging design awards.
testing is undertaken to better optimise
aging in reducing food waste, and thereyour carton design for physical-chemical
fore reducing the overall environmental
protection and mechanical protection.
impact of food products. ■
Provide information on pack or through
a QR code so that consumers are able to
access helpful information on shelf life,
storage conditions, and recipes for products past their ‘Best Before’ coding. Information on food safety and freshness
SEALED AIR has invested in creating
including opening, resealing, closing
packaging that extends shelf life and reduces
and dispensing is available, plus ideas
food waste.
for using or storing leftovers.
New technologies such as the company's
Cryovac Darfresh vacuum skin packaging are now
Use of active and intelligent packaging
being used for red meat, poultry and seafood.
(temperature, O2 & CO2 sensors) to edA recent award-winning pack by George Weston
ucate on shelf life issues with the
Foods (GWF) used Darfresh technology to
packed product. There are ‘smart laSeptember-October
2018
September-October
2018
www.packagingnews.com.au
FOOD & BEVERAGE PACKAGING
increase
shelf life
from nine days to 24 days.
bel sensors’
now being developed
to
Previously, GWF used Modified Atmosphere
assist in detecting spoiled foods.
Packaging (MAP) for its fresh meat, but the
Easy-opening packaging with clear simswitch to Darfresh has doubled the shelf life.
ple instructions. Studies undertaken in
In another example, a range of pre-packaged
hospitals and institutions have identiavocado dip (pictured right) with ‘just-picked‘ freshness,
fied both patient malnutrition and food
colour and taste was recently released by New Zealand
loss through patients being unable to
processor Fresh Technologies. Under the Fressure brand
open packaging meals and drinks.
name, the product is made using smart High Pressure
Designing your pack to ensure the reFOOD
FOR MORE PEOPLE GLOBALLY
Processing (HPP) and Cryovac FreshnessMORE
Plus with
oxygen-scavmoval of the entire product. Can the
enging
technology.
The award-winning
pack was able to achieve a shelf life of 90 days.
consumer
empty the productWaste
from Steering
Committee
to help
MAIN:
ITH
an estimated
identify the short,
medium products
and long- areWoolcool
THE WORLD
Fressure
produced in Pukekohe,
New Packaging
Zealand, and the company works with
your
pack?
cost
to the
Austrainsulated
termuse
initiativesgrowers
crucial towho
the provide
delivery many
Organisation (WPO) takes a
of its raw materials.
Lifeeconomy
Cycle Assessments
(LCA): the
lian
of
packaging
the strategy against
the fourtopriority
holistic
approachprocessing
to the entire and packaging can save
around
billion
According
Fresh Technologies,
shelf-life
extension
of a $20
range
of quick assessmentof LCA
has given
areas
that
have
been
identified:
policy
food-packaging
supply
chain,
each
food understand the role of
ready meals
consumer households money
and contribute meaningfully to the
wider target of conserving
toolsyear,
to better
support, business improvements,
according to WPO president
company My
waste
is packaging,
a serious food production
precious resources through
theChef
reduction of food waste.
your
and
Muscle
market development and behaviour
Pierre Pienaar.
problem. While the
food waste.
a sustainable
change. The Implementation Plan is due
“In the case of developing

5
6
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Packed With
Possibilities

Cryovac Freshness Plus deliver this.
Extended shelf life ensures less of our world’s hard-earned
harvests end up in landfill, and this also includes the copious
resources used during harvesting. With humanity consuming

49
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2018 WORLDSTAR SAVE FOOD PACKAGING FINALISTS:

36

AUSTRALIAN Institute of Packaging (AIP)
executive director Nerida Kelton was
recently appointed to the government
steering committee devoted to tackling
food waste.
The Coalition Government has formed
the steering committee to kick-start the
National Food Waste Strategy. It will
provide guidance and advice to Food
Innovation Australia Limited (FIAL) as it
develops a plan in 2018 that clearly sets
out the actions to be taken to reduce
Australia’s food waste over the short,
medium and long term.
Other members include Geoffrey
Annison from the Australian Food and
Grocery Council; Dr Martin Cole from
CSIRO Agriculture and Food; Ronni Kahn
of OzHarvest; and Max Spedding of the
National Waste and Recycling
Industry Council.
“The make-up of the committee
recognises that tackling food waste
requires a community-wide approach,”
Minister Frydenberg said.
“Members’ expertise spans the entire
food supply and consumption chain and
will help ensure that we meet our goal
to halve Australia’s food waste by 2030.”
FIAL’s plan will be accompanied by a
voluntary commitment program that will
engage businesses and industries to
reduce food waste, as well as a National
Food Waste Baseline so progress towards
the food waste reduction goal can be
monitored and tracked.

and wish to continue their career path within the industry.
Foster has received an enrolment into Leadership Management Australia’s ‘The Performance Edge’ – a 10-week development program valued at $3750.
Foster joined Foster Packaging five years ago with “no prior

Institute of Packaging (AIP).

TECH SPEAK

www.packagingnews.com.au
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A NEW VOICE IN FOOD WASTE

Tony Seers (MAIP) has
worked in the polymer raw
materials market in Australasia for over 20 years.
He has been focused on environmental issues relating
to plastics, and involved in
many groups, committees and advisory
boards. Seers is a founding member of the
Australasian Biopolymers Association, a
member of the Society of Plastic Engineers,
and a member of the Australian Institute of
Packaging (AIP). Since 2005, he has worked
with NatureWorks, the world’s largest manufacturer of biopolymers.

www.packagingnews.com.au
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It’s time to tackle the issue of food waste through a re-think of packaging design, writes Keith Chessell.
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knowledge of flexible packaging”.
He has embraced the role, and now deals with the many
Wellman Packaging CEO Craig
challenges of being in a young start-up business.
Wellman was recognised as the inFoster took on the role with enthusiasm and has achieved
dustry’s Packaging Professional of
multiple successes within business and the packaging industry,
the Year for his achievements and
to great acclaim.
contribution to date.
The judges looked for an individual who has demonstrated vision and
A $9K EDUCATIONAL BOOST
leadership, shows innovation, and is
Primo Smallgoods’ Nathan Leong was granted the APPMA
not afraid to take risks. The person
Scholarship to help him further his education through a Dimust have contributed to the packagploma in Packaging Technology to the value of $9000.
ing and processing industry over a
Nathan Leong, is a packaging and product technologist at
period of at least 25 years.
Primo Smallgoods and holds a Bachelor of Applied Science
Wellman has demonstrated innoDegree with a major in Food Science and Nutrition.
vative packaging leadership in plasAfter 12 years in the food industry, Leong understands that
tics technology and injection mouldpackaging design and development plays a pivotal role in the
ed components.
success of product protection, shelf life and marketing.
Involved in the family business
Having this packaging knowledge in future will provide disince the age of six, he has led his
verse technical knowledge to add value in his current busicompany to become a Tier 1 supplier
ness in both areas of production and packaging.
September-October 2018 www.packagingnews.com.au
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of rigid packaging solutions for FMCG
in food, pharmaceutical, homecare,
NEW ZEALAND SCHOLARSHIP STAR
personal care and beverage.
Jaco Scheepers, a packaging technologist at Synlait Milk, has
been given the chance to build on his skills through a Packaging Council of New Zealand Scholarship.
INSPIRING YOUNG LEADER
Scheepers will enrol in the Diploma in Packaging TechnolOmniverse Foster Packaging direcogy to the value of $9000.
tor Regan Foster was the deserving
He has always had an interest in polymer materials, addiwinner of the Young Packaging Protives and plastic conversion processes, especially in flexible
fessional of the Year Award.
NESTLÉ
BRINGS
RECYCLING TO LIGHT WITH LOLLY PACK LABELS
packaging
materials.
The award provides incentive and
Scheepers would like to broaden his knowledge across a
recognition to young professionals
rangeconsumers
of different
materials, which
allow
him
who are
both
workingsuch
in as: ‘Is
“Thiswill
covers
confectionery
brands such
Each
testcurrently
has a parameter
MANY
arepackaging
still in the dark
in years
come togoes
develop,
along
packaging
at
as Kit
Kat, Milo,team
and Purina.
We partnered
about
what to
packaging
in which
bin with the
PET compatible with PVC?’ And the
Synlait
Milk, new
andhas
hopefully
consumer
with REDcycle
in order to achieve
– and
food company
Nestlé
made it aaward-winning
answer here is, ‘No because these plastics
packaging
products
compliance.” friendly
priority
to educate
them. that are both environmentally
are incompatible when recycled together’,
and
made
fromannounced
sustainable
Nordsvan says there is still reasonably
In April,
Nestlé
its resources.
ambition
which is reflected in the project report.
lowPlatinum
awareness
among consumers about
to make
centAwards
of its packaging
PREP has been constructed based on
The 100
2018per
PIDA
are sponsored by
Partners:
whatand
materials
are recyclable, but that
recyclable
orMidway
re-usable
by 2025
because
detailed research, laboratory and field
Empauer,
Metals
and
SMC Australia
New Zealand;
Planet ArkBronze
will be Partdeveloping education
theGold
company
wants
none
of its
packaging,
trials and input from across the recycling
Partners:
Fuji
Xerox
and
Wellman Packaging,
programs
for consumers
including
plastics, toManagement
find their home
in
industry in Australia, New Zealand and
ner: Leadership
Australia
(LMA),
Exclusive
Media around the ARL.
“That said,
the topic
landfill
or as PKN
litter. Packaging News and Food & Drink
the UK. It also draws on other internationPartners:
Business
and of sustainability
is boiling
rapidly Asia.
at the moment since the
And in August,
it started
implementing
al standards aimed at building a harmonSupporters:
APCO,
Ecobliss,
Esko, Gunn Lab
and ProPak
ABC’s WarInstitute
on Wasteofhas aired – there
labelling
help consumers
recycle correctised assessment framework, which is
Thetoawards
are co-ordinated
by the Australian
are lots of questions from consumers
ly, with new labels now appearing on
particularly beneficial for corporations
Packaging (AIP), the Australian Packaging & Processing Macoming in, and the ARL is the perfect
Allen’s lollies in Australia and New Zealand.
selling products in multiple markets.
chinery Association (APPMA) and Packaging New Zealand. ■
education platform,” she says.
Nestlé was one of the first to adopt the
The test thresholds will be updated periNestlé has also had the opportunity
Australian Recycling Label (ARL), which
odically by the National Host Organisato highlight to its own people the value
has been designed to outline what
tions’ advisers, such as APCO’s Technical
of recycling – and the need for a
product packaging is made from so
Advisory Committee (TAC), which was
packaging label.
consumers can correctly recycle.
formed in March this year and made up of
“Starting with our head office at
The scheme, developed by Planet Ark,
experts from the packaging and recycling
Rhodes we have run recycling workshops
the Australian Packaging Covenant and
industries.
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PREP Design, recognises that most
While ‘Fixed Data’, such as the specific
recycled,” she says.
consumers want to recycle, but need
gravity of PET, will not need to be updated,
Into the future, Nestlé’s focus will
clearer information.
‘Semi Fixed’ data, such as the allowable
remain on three core areas: eliminating
Starting with Strawberries & Cream and
contamination levels will need to be adapt38
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Snakes Alive, the ARL can be seen
ed to suit market conditions and ‘Variable’
use of plastics that allow better recycling
alongside the REDcycle label on packs to
data, such as kerbside contracts, will be
rates; and eliminating or changing
inform consumers that all its soft plastic
updated annually.
complex combinations of packaging
packaging can be
Many of the global waste problems are
materials.
recycled via the in-store
caused by contamination because either
According to the
collection scheme.
packaging designers don’t understand what
company, this means
Nestlé Oceania
is acceptable or consumers are given insufminimising the impact
packaging specialist
ficient recycling guidance.
packaging Special
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Packaging designers can now make
THE 2018 WorldStar Save FoodofPackaging
environment
recycling claims with confidence by using
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winner was announced during the
2018 AIPnow.
National
Nestlé CEO Mark
PREP, and the on-pack label programs in
currently going through a
Conference earlier this year, with one of the AIP’s Packaging &
Schneider says tackling
each nation will spread like wildfire to
process of assessing all
Innovation Design Award winners
taking
theagold.
plastic
wastehome
requires
address consumer confusion. ■
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ganism levels, action of tides and waves, so
there is no single environment in which a
microfibre might be found, but one common
condition is that the level of micro-organic
activity is much lower than in a compost
heap. Therefore, the rate of biodegradation
will be much slower and as a result, the microfibre will be present in the marine environment for some months, perhaps longer,
before it completely biodegrades.
There are performance standards covering the compostability of plastics, like
Australian Standard AS4736, but to date
there have been no internationally recognised standards covering biodegradability
in the sea, partly because the conditions
vary so much. This is now changing, with
performance standards addressing biodegradability in the sea currently being developed in Europe and North America.
Plastics, whether plant-based, fossilbased, degradable or non-degradable,
should never be allowed to end up as
waste in the ocean, unless specifically
engineered to decompose rapidly in marine environments. Further research and
the design of products that biodegrade in
marine environments can only help reduce the impact of marine litter in the
future, where efficient waste management is not sufficient. The main solution
to plastics in the ocean is better waste
collection and recycling. ■
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Barking the trend
Feed My FurBaby is an Auckland-based pet food subscription service with a unique
algorithm to provide regular meals to hungry woofers. Amanda Bryan reports.
LESS than a year ago,
Auckland couple Ben and Amy
Rennell decided to take on big
pet food with a premium, cost
effective and sustainably
packaged product.
They crafted their dog food
product, Feed My FurBaby, from
fine, locally sourced ingredients,
collaborated to design a more
sustainable packaging solution,
and kicked off sales via a
subscription model that is
tailored to the dietary needs of
every dog.
If sales growth is any
indication, the idea has had
lift off.
“We’ve seen strong growth
– double digit percentage
growth month-on-month, and
this continues to gather

momentum,” Ben Rennell says.
The business model draws
on Ben's retail technology and
sales background, and Amy's
environment management
credentials, but the impetus
for the business bubbled up
following an everyday
moment one morning when
the busy family of four – five
counting Jack the dog – ran
out of dog food.
“We were in the middle of
getting the kids ready for school,
and I had to go to the
supermarket to get food, and I
thought ‘there has to be a better
way’,” Rennell says.
“That was start, the pain
point – running out of food. It
was a light-bulb moment.
“So we looked at creating a

model in which the food just
turns up – you don't have to
think, and you never run out.
And from there we looked at
other areas of dysfunction in
pet food.”
The pair took a good look at
the massive category, and
realised that the global pet food
industry was having a
significant environmental
impact due to the large amount
of brightly coloured plastic
packaging that is predominantly
used by the sector.
With this in mind, they
decided to embrace healthy,
sustainable and
environmentally responsible
practices across all areas of the
business, including in packaging
and supply chain logistics.

“We decided to come up with
a solution that's more
convenient and more
sustainable and is also a
genuinely healthy pet food that
a dog can thrive on and not just
survive,” Rennell says.
“The reality is that a dog
needs a certain amount of
protein, fat, vitamins and
minerals based on its size and
metabolism, so, regardless of
breed, we can recommend
how much food your dog
should need.
“We chose to start with dry
food because it’s convenient,
cost effective and has all the
right nutrients in one complete
food source.
“Our number one ingredient
is chicken, which is the least
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BOXING MATCH

PACKED WITH
FEATURES
Feed My FurBaby was this year
awarded for its use of sustainable
and innovative packaging design.
The company was selected as one
of four finalists and received a High
Commendation in the Australasian
Packaging Innovation and Design
Awards (PIDA) in the domestic &
household category.
The packaging was nominated for
its innovative use of cardboard in an
industry dominated by thick plastic
packaging. It also has some unique
design features such as a
removable window and a custom
‘portion-control scoop’.
The same box is also used to
pack, transport, bulk store and
ship to the end-customer in the
same packaging with no
additional tapes or wraps,
removing the need for secondary
packaging in the supply chain.
The packaging is all made in
New Zealand – the plastic bags
in Auckland and the boxes in
Hamilton – and the company
worked with OJI Fibre Solutions
on its design.
“OJI understood what we
wanted to achieve,” Feed My
FurBaby co-founder Ben Rennell
says. “We went to them with a
blank slate and said, ‘let's build
this together’.
“We wanted the window and
handles, and they came up with
idea of the scoop.
“Our packaging was designed by
a small team without a big budget
and what we came up with is really
practical, fun and easy to use.”

“ Because we
sell direct to the
consumer, we can
offer better quality
at an achievable
price for most
families.”

resource-intensive to produce,
and has the highest
percentage of protein,
alongside fish, of all meats."
The company worked with a
pet food technologist friend on
the formulation to ensure it
included the right nutrient
profile, and the ingredients
are all natural and all from
local sources.
The pet food is contract
manufactured and packaged
using their formulation and a
special pack design, which
allows the company to focus on
scaling the business.
The product is grain free,
incorporating peas, potato,
tapioca (cassava root flour)
for the starchy component,
and includes fish meal,
seaweed, flaxseed, green tea,
and rosemary.
“We wanted to make much
better quality food, so pets
would genuinely thrive. There
are many costly premium
products and several
substandard products, but
there’s nothing in the middle
– quality at an affordable price,”
Rennell says.
“Because we sell direct to the
consumer, we can offer better
quality at an achievable price
for most families.”
Rennell says the subscription
model allowed the company to
do other things differently,

including offering a tailored
feed plan for every furbaby
according to their age, weight
and activity level.
“We tailor our delivery
schedule based on how much
food your dog needs. A small
dog may eat a box in 80 days,
while a big dog may need a new
box every 12 days.”
The product packaging is
also an important part of the
company's game-changing
approach.

60%
FURBABY USES THIS
MUCH LESS PLASTIC
THAN A TYPICAL BAG
OF PET FOOD

“Our packaging is where it all
comes together,” Rennell says.
“It is designed to have minimum
plastic and uses 60 per cent less
than a typical bag for the same
amount of food. Cardboard
provides the light barrier and
the structural safety for sending
it around country.”
Feed My Furbaby
collaborated with OJI Fibre
Solutions (see box) to design
packaging that is functional
from the production line right

through to the pantry.
“We pack the food into the
box on the production line, bulk
store it in the same box, and
when it’s ordered, we courier
label the same box, so no tape
or bags are needed. It arrives at
the home and has been
designed for daily use. You just
lift the lid and scoop the
product out,” Rennell says.
Other features include a
cardboard scoop which is
incorporated into the box design,
carry handles on each side, and a
pop-out window that shows the
food level, and provides a prompt
to make a new order.
“We do need plastic on the
interior to keep the product
fresh, so we have also included
recycling instructions for the
different materials used on the
box to help educate consumers.”
The plan, Rennell says, is to
add more products and then in
around two years bring the
model to Australia.
“We currently do a five kilo
box, and this one product is a
great proof-of-concept, that
we’ve got something that works.
“Our next products will include
a 10 kilo box, and a dry cat food.
“Our social feedback is
phenomenal, but we are still
flying a little below radar, as
we focus on getting our
systems right, but we’re ready
to ‘go big’ now.” ✷
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NEEDING TO FILL KNOWLEDGE GAPS?
NEED A BROAD INTRODUCTION TO PACKAGING?

IOPP’S INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNISED ON-LINE TRAINING CURRICULUM IS NOW AVAILABLE IN AUSTRALASIA.
In today’s challenging packaging environment, you can’t afford to make mistakes or overlook
the critical details that cost precious time and money. You need the knowledge—from materials
properties and selection to transport packaging issues—that can help you make better decisions
regarding your company’s packaging dollars—now.
The Institute of Packaging Professionals’ Fundamentals of Packaging Technology is now available to
the packaging industry in Australasia through AIP’s partnership with IoPP—respected for decades as
the trusted authority for continuing packaging education in the USA.
Fundamentals of Packaging Technology on-line is set up for the convenience of busy working professionals,
and the training platform is functionally intuitive. Complete your training when your time allows, and
at your own pace. Wherever you are, the course goes with you!
Fundamentals of Packaging Technology on-line course content is developed by IoPP in consultation
with packaging subject matter experts at leading global consumer packaged goods companies who
face packaging challenges just like yours.
Take the complete course and learn about all the major segments of packaging—and beyond. Or customise
your training by selecting from 12 lesson bundles organised by topic, or from single lessons as short as
30 minutes. Fundamentals on-line spans 42 modules and 27 hours of content that is recognised for its
quality by the World Packaging Organisation.
The Fundamentals of Packaging Technology on-line course is ideal training to prepare for the Certified
Packaging Professional (CPP) exam offered through the AIP and the IoPP.

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE FPT® PROGRAM, COSTS AND ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA
PLEASE CONTACT THE AIP ON INFO@AIPACK.COM.AU OR PH: +61 7 3278 4490

